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A PERSONAL COMPUTER IS A GENERAL-PURPOSE DEVICE 
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"5EG8<F9 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO 6 7DGCC4I <?< C4D4I. 
 
• What can computers do? 
• What can computers do that people can't? 
• What can people do that computers can't? 
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#DBE@BFD<F9 F9>EF, A4=8<F9 BF69F A4 E?98GRM<= 6BCDBE: «ПBG9@G П9DE>=а?P=O= >B@CLNF9D 
A4;K649FEO GEFDB=EF6B@ B5I97B A4;A4G9A<O?» < D4EE>4:<F9 B5 -&"  A4 DGEE>B@ S;O>9. 
 

The computer that everyone thinks of first is typically the personal computer, or PC. Here is one way to 
think about your PC: "A PC is a general-purpose information processing device. It can take information 
from a person (through input devices like the keyboard and mouse), from a device (like a floppy disk or CD) 
or from the network (through a modem or a network card) and process it. Once processed, the information is 
shown to the user (on the monitor), stored on a device (like a hard disk) or sent somewhere else on the 
network (back through the modem or network card)." 
A PC is a general-purpose tool built around a microprocessor. It has lots of different parts 4 memory, a 
hard disk, a modem, etc. 4 that work together. We have lots of special-purpose processors in our lives. An 
MP3 Player is a specialized computer for processing MP3 files. It can't do anything else. A GPS is a 
specialized computer for handling GPS signals. It can't do anything else. A Gameboy is a specialized 
computer for handling games, but it can't do anything else. 
A PC can do it all because it is general purpose. "'General purpose" means that you can do many different 
things with a PC. You can use it to type documents, send e-mail, browse the Web and play games. 
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�4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 4A7?<=E><9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S E <I 
DGEE><@< Q>6<64?9AF4@<, 
 
1. a general-purpose device 4. 7<5><= 8<E> 
2. a processing device b. ID4A<FP <AHBD@4J<R 
3. a special-purpose processor E. <ECB?P;B64FP 
4. input devices d. GCD46?SFP, D97G?<DB64FP, @4A<CG?<DB64FP 
5. a floppy disk 9. CB>4;O64FP <AHBD@4J<R 
6. a hard disk f. GEFDB=EF6B B5M97B A4;A4K9A<S 
7. a keyboard g. B5D454FO64RM99 GEFDB=EF6B 
8. to take information h. B;A4K4FP 
9. to process information i. B5D454FO64FP <AHBD@4J<R 

10. to show information j. 5D4FP, CD<A<@4FP <AHBD@4J<R 
11. to store information k. >?46<4FGD4 
12. to send information 1. CDBJ9EEBD EC9J<4?PAB7B A4;A4K9A<S 
13. to handle m. GEFDB=EF64 66B84 



14. to mean n. CB?P;B64F9?P 
15. to use B. :9EF><= 8<E> 
16. a user p. CBEO?4FP <AHBD@4J<R 
 
'?@06=5=85 4.  
 
� E?98GRM<I CD98?B:9A<SI BFEGFEF6GRF A9>BFBDO9 E?B64. �4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< E?B64@<, 
CD<6989AAO@< 6 GCD. 3. 
 
1. U ... is a person who uses a computer.   
2. People can  ... information on different devices like a hard or floppy disk.  
3. A computer is a ................................... device.  
4. MP3  Player is a 
 ....... device.   
5. Our company produces different & ................... , like keyboards and 
mice.  
6. The main computer function is to ... information.  
7. A monitor is used to ... information to the user.  
8. A computer ... a device that processes information.  
 
'?@06=5=85 5. 
 
4) #9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>, 
CB?P;GSEP F9>EFB@ < GCD. 3. 
 
#9DEBA4?PAO= >B@CPRF9D, GEFDB=EF6B, GEFDB=EF6B B5M97B A4;A4K9A<S, GEFDB=EF6B EC9J<4?PAB7B 
A4;A4K9A<S, CD<A<@4FP <AHBD@4J<R, K9D9; GEFDB=EF64 66B84, B5D454FO64FP <AHBD@4J<R, 
CB>4;O64FP <AHBD@4J<R. CBEO?4FP <AHBD@4J<R, ID4A<FP <AHBD@4J<R, :TEF><= 8<E>, 7<5><= 8<E>, 
>?46<4FGD4, CB?P;B64F9?P, CDBJ9EEBD, E9FP, EC9J<4?<;<DB64AAO= >B@CPRF9D, C9K4F4FP 8B>G@9AFO, 
<7D4FP 6 <7DO. 
 
5) � C4D4I CBFD9A<DG=F9EP 6 C9D96B89 6OL9G>4;4AAOI E?B6 < 

6OD4:9A<=. %FG89AF 1 A4;O649F E?B64 CB-DGEE><, 4 EFG89AF 2 
C9D96B8<F <I A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. #BFB@ @B:AB CB@9ASFPES. 

'?@06=5=85 6. 
  
%D46A<F9 E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S E CD98?B:9A<S@<, CD<6989AAO@< 6 F9>EF9, < <ECD46PF9 
6O89?9AAO9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 BL<5><. #BCDB5G=F9 84FP B5NSEA9A<9 84AAO@ BL<5>4@. #9D9698<F9 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 
 1. A PC general-purpose device. 2. The information is show to the user, store on device or send somewhere 
else on the network. 3. A PC general purpose tool building around microprocessor 4. An MP3 Player is 
specialized computer for process MP3 files. 5. It can't do nothing else. 6. "General purpose" mean that you 
can ilo many different things with a PC. 7. You can use it type documents, send e-mail, browse the Web and 
play in games. 
 
'?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>, B5D4M4S 6A<@4A<9 A4 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 S6?9A<S <; GCD. 
6. 
 
1. #9DEBA4?PAO= >B@CPRF9D QFB GEFDB=EF6B B5M97B A4;A4K9A<S, 4 Winamp - QFB CDB7D4@@4 
EC9J<4?PAB7B A4;A4K9A<S. 2. �AHBD@4J<S ID4A<FES A4 7<5><I < :9EF><I 8<E>4I. 3. �AHBD@4J<S 
@B:9F C9D9EO?4FPES CB E9F<. 4. #9DEBA4?PAO= >B@CPRF9D - QFB GEFDB=EF6B B5M97B   A4;A4K9A<S,  
CBEFDB9AAB9  C4  BEAB69  @<>DBCDBJ9EEBD4. 
5. �?46<4FGD4 - QFB GEFDB=EF6B, <ECB?P;G9@B9 8?S 66B84 <AHBD@4J<<. 



6.  $4 Player S6?S9FES EC9J<4?<;<DG9@B= CDB7D4@@B= 8?S B5D45BF><  $4 H4=?B6. 7. 1FB B;A4K49F, 
KFB BA 5B?PL9 A<K97B A9 @B:9F 89?4FP. 8. �O @B:9F9 <ECB?P;B64FP QFB GEFDB=EF6B 8?S FB7B, KFB5O 
66B8<FP <AHBD@4J<R. 
 
'?@06=5=85 8. 
 
 #DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF 9MT D4; < BCD989?<F9, S6?SRFES ?< E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S 69DAO@< CB E@OE?G. 
�E?< A9F - <ECD46PF9. 
 
1. When someone thinks of a computer it is usually a personal computer. 
2. A PC is a general-purpose device and it can process only information. 3. A computer can't take 
information from a device. 4. A PC is a general purpose tool built round a microprocessor. 5. There are a lot 
of special-purpose devices in our life. 6. A PC can do a lot of things because it is special purpose. 
 
'?@06=5=85 9. 
 
4) #B?P;GSEP F9>EFB@, EBEF46PF9 6BCDBEO F4>, KFB5O CB?GK<?<EP E?98GRM<9 BF69FO. 
 
1. A general-purpose device. 
2. From a person, from a device, from the network. 
3. It is shown to the user, stored on a device or sent on the network. 
4. Special purpose devices. 
5. An  $� player. 
6. Because you can do a lot of things with it. 
7. You can use it to type documents, send e-mail, browse the Web and play games. 

 
5) �ECB?P;G=F9 CB?GK9AAO9 6BCDBEO < BF69FO 8?S EBEF46?9A<S 8<4?B74. $4;O7D4=F9 E?98GRMGR 
E<FG4J<R. #D98EF46PF9, KFB 6O -EFG89AF B8AB7B <; 4A7?<=E><I GA<69DE<F9FB6. �O B59849F9 6 
GA<69DE<F9FE>B@ >4H9, > 64@ #B8IB8<F 64L 8DG7 E CDBEP5B= CB@BKP 6 CB87BFB6>9 > E9@<A4DG. "A 
;4849F 6BCDBEO CB F9@9 «#9DEBA4?PAO= >B@CPRF9D - GEFDB=EF6B B5M97B A4;A4K9A<S», 6O BF69K49F9.  
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4) �4>BAK<F9 A4K4FO9 CD98?B:9A<S, CB?P;GSEP F9>EFB@. 
 
1. A personal computer is 4 ... 
2. It can take information from     from ..., from..., and ... 
3. Once processed, the information is ... 
4. A personal computer is a general purpose tool... 
5. We have a lot of... in our lives, for example ... 
6. They are called special-purpose devices because ... 
7. � PC can do it all because ... 
8. "General purpose" means that ... 
9. You can ... 
 
5) #9D9E>4:<F9 F9>EF " A Personal Computer is a General-Purpose 
Device", CD98EF46<6, KFB 6O - GK4EFA<> EFG89AK9E>B= >BAH9D9AJ<< CB 
CDB5?9@4@ >B@CPRF9DAOI F9IAB?B7<=. �4@ 84?< E?B6B. 'FB 5O 6O 
BF69F<?<? 
6) %<FG4J<R 6 GCD. 106 @B:AB CB6FBD<FP. &9C9DP @B:AB 8B546<FP 
C9D96B8K<>4, >BFBDO= 5G89F C9D96B8<FP 64LG D9KP E 4A7?<=E>B7B 
S;O>4 A4 DGEE><= <?< E DGEE>B7B A4 4A7?<=E><=. 
'?@06=5=85 11. #9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

%97B8AS >B@CPRF9D <ECB?P;G9FES 6B @AB7<I B5?4EFSI K9?B69K9E>B= 89SF9?PABEF<. 
�B@CPRF9D D4EEK<FO649F >BAEFDG>J<R >BE@<K9E>B7B >BD45?S, GCD46?S9F 97B CB?9FB@. 

�B@CPRF9D CD98E>4;O649F CB7B8G. "A B5D454FO649F @4EEG <AHBD@4J<<, CB?GK49@GR >4> A4 �9@?9, 
F4> < <; >BE@BE4 - E <E>GEEF69AAOI ECGFA<>B6 �9@?<. 



�B@CPRF9D CB@B749F CDB9>F<DB64FP AB6O9 46FB@B5<?<, E4@B?9FO, ;46B8O. �B@CPRF9D D4EEK<FO649F 
;4D45BFAGR C?4FG A4 CD98CD<SF<SI. 

�B@CPRF9D CD<@9AS9FES < 6 L>B?9. "A @B:9F ;4@9A<FP I<@<K9E>GR ?45BD4FBD<R. % 97B 
CB@BMPR ?97>B CDB89@BAEFD<DB64FP, >4> D45BF49F C4DB6B= 86<74F9?P <?< >4> 6;?9F49F D4>9F4. "A 
B5?97K49F <;GK9A<9 <ABEFD4AAB7B S;O>4. 
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TYPES OF COMPUTERS 

'?@06=5=85 1. #B89?<F9EP E6B<@< ;A4A<S@< B 6<84I >B@CPRF9D4, BF69F<6 A4 6BCDBEO. 

 

• What types of computers do you know? 
• What is the difference between them? 
• What do you know about analog and digital computers?  
 
'?@06=5=85 2. 
 

#DBE@BFD<F9 F9>EF < BCD989?<F9, S6?SRFES ?< E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S 69DAO@< CB E@OE?G. 
 

1. A personal computer is designed for use by a single person. 
2. A persona] computer is designed for portability. 
3. Palmtop computers have the same input devices as personal ones. 
4. Mainframes are the most expensive and the most powerful. 
 

There are a lot of terms used to describe computers. Most of these words imply the size, expected use or 
capability of the computer. Here are the main computer types: 
Personal computer - The personal computer (PC) defines a computer designed for general use by a single 
person. PCs were first known as microcomputers because they were a complete computer but built on a 
smaller scale than the huge systems in use by most businesses. Desktop - A PC that is not designed for 
portability. You can set the computer up only in a permanent location. Most desktops offer more power, 
storage and versatility for less cost than their portable analogs. Laptop - Also called notebooks, laptops are 
portable computers that integrate the display, keyboard, a pointing device or trackball, processor, memory 
and hard drive all in a battery-operated package slightly larger than an average hardcover book. 
Palmtop - Palmtops are tightly integrated computers that often use flash memory instead of a hard drive for 
storage. These computers usually do not have keyboards but rely on touchscreen technology. Palmtops are 
typically smaller than a paperback novel and very lightweight. A slightly larger and heavier version of the 
palmtop is the handheld computer. 
Power supply - An electrical transformer regulates the electricity used by the computer. 
Hard disk - This is large-capacity permanent storage used to hold information such as programs and 
documents. 
Operating system - This is the basic software that allows the user to interface with the computer. 
Sound card - This is used by the computer to record and play audio by converting analog sound into digital 

information and back again. Graphics card - This translates image data from the computer into a format that 

can be displayed 

'?@06=5=85 3. 
 

 

4) �4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 <I DGEE><@< 

Q>6<64?9AF4@< 

1. hardware a. 8BDB7BEFBSM<= 

2. software b. ;46<E9FP BF 



3. a central processing unit c. 64:AO= 

4. a motherboard d. B5N9@, 9@>BEFP 

5. a rectangular circuit board e. EB98<A9A<9 

6. random-access memory f. cB89D:4FP 
 

7. read-only memory g. @4F9D<AE>4S C?4F4 
 

8. basic input/output system h. CDS@BG7B?PA4S C?4F4 
 

9. power supply i.CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
10. graphics card j. BEAB64A<9 
11. data >. 84AAO9 

 

12. capacity I. 4CC4D4FAB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
 

13. foundation F. 6D9@9AAB 
14. connection C. 5?B> C<F4A<S 

 

15. application B. 54;B64S E<EF9@4 66B84 < 6O6B84 
16. to contain D. CD<@9A9A<9 

 

17. to depend on q.J9AFD4?PAB9 B5D454FO64RM99 GEFDB=EF6B 

18. important 7. 6<89B>4DF4 
19. expensive s. CBEFBSAA4S C4@SFP 
20. temporarily t. BC9D4F<6A4S A4@SFP E?B64 
 
5) 'FB5O 5OEFD99 ;4CB@A<FP QF< E?B64 (GCD. �4), D4ECB?B:<F9 <I 6 CBDS8>9 CBS6?9A<S 6 F9>EF9. 
 
6) � C4D4I CBFD9A<DG=F9EP 6 C9D96B89 QF<I E?B6 < 6OD4:9A<=. %FG89AF 1 A4;O649F E?B64 CB-DGEE><, 4 
EFG89AF 2 C9D96B8<F <I A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. #BFB@ @B:AB CB@9ASFPES. 
 
'?@06=5=85 4.  
 
#9D9698<F9 E?B64, G>4;4AAO9 6 E>B5>4I, A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
1. Pentium IV is one of the most (@BMAO=) processors. 2. Computer programming (BEAB6O649FES A4) 
computer algorithm. 3. This device offers more (@BMABEF<) and (ECBEB5ABEF<) than its analogs. 4. A 
notebook is designed for (CBDF4F<6ABEF<). 5. A PC (BCD989?S9FES >4>, CB8D4;G@9649FES) a computer used 
in a permanent location. 6. An (B5OKAO=) computer comprises different hardware parts. 7. A lot of 
computer companies (CD98?474RF GE?G7<) to users. 8. After upgrading the power of my computer 
(G69?<K<?4EP). 9. Huge computer systems like mainframes (6OL?< <; GCBFD95?9A<S) and nowadays much 
smaller computer types are in use. 
 
'?@06=5=85 5. 
 
#9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>, B5D4M4S 6A<@4A<9 A4 6O89?9AAO9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 
S6?9A<S. #BCDB5G=F9 84FP B5NSEA9A<9 84AAO@ 7D4@@4F<K9E><@ S6?9A<S@. 
 
 1. There are a lot of computer types used in all spheres of our life. 2. AC1) See is a specialized program 
designed to work with pictures. 3. A computer is designed to process information. 4. Notebooks are 
computers that have all hardware in one package. 5. Notebooks are slightly larger than an average book. 6. 



Supercomputers are the most powerful computers. 7. In early days of programming, an average program 
could fill only one floppy disk. 8. As the size of computers has diminished while the power has increased, 
the term mainframe has fallen out of use. 9. Although supercomputers arc very expensive they offer more 
power and capability. 
 
'?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O> CD98?B:9A<S, EB89D:4M<9 7D4@@4F<K9E><= S6?9A<S <; GCD. 5.  
 
1. %GM9EF6G9F @AB:9EF6B >B@CPRF9DB6, <ECB?P;G9@OI 8?S B5D45BF>< <AHBD@4J<<. 2. �9EF><= 8<E> 
- QFB GEFDB=EF6B, EB;84AAB9 8?S ID4C9A<S <AHBD@4J<<. 3. �AHBD@4J<S CB>4;O649FES CB?P;B64F9?R 
A4 @BA<FBD9. 4.  BMABEFP QFB7B >B@CPRF9D4 G69?<K9A4 8?S B5D45BF>< 5B?PL97B >B?<K9EF64 
<AHBD@4J<<. 5. %9D69D - QFB >B@CPRF9D, >BFBDO= CD98BEF46?S9F GE?G7< 8DG7<@ >B@CPRF9D4@. 6. 
Palmtops QFB 6<8 >B@CPRF9D4, >BFBDO= A9 <@99F >?46<4FGDO. 7. !BGF5G>< @9APL9, K9@ A4EFB?PAO9 
>B@CPRF9DO. 8. %GC9D>B@CPRF9DO A4@AB7B 8BDB:9, K9@ ABGF5G><. 
 
'?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#B87BFB6PF9 C9D96B8 F9>EF4 A4 DGEE><= S;O> (GCD. 2). #B8B=8<F9 > ;484A<R F6BDK9E><; CB@A<F9, KFB 
C9D96B8 F9>EF4 8B?:9A ;6GK4FP CB-DGEE><. � A9>BFBDOI @9EF4I CDBS6<F9 E6B9 6BB5D4:9A<9! �4F9@ 
6O59D<F9 ?GKL<= C9D96B8. 
 
'?@06=5=85 8. 
 
#DBK<F4=F9 E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S < 8B7484=F9EP, B >4>B@ 6<89 >B@CPRF9D4 7B6BD<FES 6 >4:8B@ 
<; A<I. 
 
1. Many years ago these computers were huge. 
2. This type of computers is the smallest and the lightest. 
3. These computers are usually used by a single person. 
4. This computer is based on touchscreen technology. 
5. These computers provide service to other computers over the network. 
6. This type of computer is very- expensive and powerful. 
7. These computers are portable ones. 
8. This computer is not designed for portability.  
 
'?@06=5=85 9. 
 
4) #B6FBD<F9 EF9C9A< ED46A9A<S CD<?474F9?PAOI < B5D4;G=F9 
ED46A<F9?PAGR < CD96BEIB8AGR EF9C9A< E?98GRM<I CD<?474F9?PAOI. 
 
Small, large, powerful, cheap, expensive, heavy, light, big, little. 
 
5) #9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>, <ECB?P;GS EF9C9A< 
ED46A9A<S CD<?474F9?PAOI. 
 

1. Palmtops - E4@O9 @4?9AP><9 >B@CPRF9DO. 2. %GC9D>B@CPRF9DO - E4@O9 8BDB7<9 >B@CPRF9DO. 
3. !4EFB?PAO9 >B@CPRF9DO 89L96?9 CBDF4F<6AOI >B@CPRF9DB6. 4. %9D69DO - 5B?99 @BMAO9, 
K9@ A4EFB?PAO9 >B@CPRF9DO. 5. !4EFB?PAO9 >B@CPRF9DO @9A99 @BMAO9, K9@ 
EGC9D>B@CPRF9DO. 
 

6) %D46A<F9 D4;?<KAO9 6<8O >B@CPRF9DB6, <EIB8S <; <I D4;@9DB6, 
EFB<@BEF<, 6B;@B:ABEF< < <I <ECB?P;B64A<S. !4=8<F9 B5M<9 < 
BF?<K<F9?PAO9 K9DFO. �ECB?P;G=F9 EF9C9A< ED46A9A<S 
CD<?474F9?PAOI < E?B64 <; F9>EF4. 
 
'?@06=5=85 10. 
 



4) #DB69DPF9, A4E>B?P>B IBDBLB 6O ;4CB@A<?< <AHBD@4J<R B 6<84I >B@CPRF9D4. !9 CB?P;GSEP 
F9>EFB@, BF69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO.  
 
1. What are the main computer types used in different spheres of human activity? 2. What is the difference 
between them? 3. How does the personal computer define? 4. Why were PCs first known as 
microprocessors? 5. What is a PC designed for? 6. What do PCs offer? 
 

#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 3. 
 

COMPUTER HARDWARE 

 

'?@06=5=85 1.  
 
� C4D4I <?< 6 7DGCC4I B5EG8<F9 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO. 
 
• What are the main parts of computer hardware? 
• What are the functions of the main computer parts? 
• What part is the "brain" of the computer system? 
• What part is used to hold data? 
 

'?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#DBE@BFD<F9 F9>EF < CDB69DPF9, A4E>B?P>B 6O 5O?< CD46O 6 BF69F4I A4 6BCDBEO <; GCD. 1. 
 

The physical components that make up a computer are called hardware. Every PC has basically the same 
hardware. The differences in size and power of that hardware makes one PC more expensive or powerful 
than another. Let's take a look at the main components of a typical desktop computer. 
Motherboard - The motherboard is a thin, rectangular circuit board that forms the foundation of your 
computer. It contains many computer "chips and connections. The CPU and memory are usually on the 
motherboard. Other systems may be found directly on the motherboard or connected to it through a 
secondary connection. For example, a sound card can be built into the motherboard or connected through 
PCI. The motherboard allows users to personalize a computer system depending on their applications and 
needs. 
Central processing unit (CPU) - The microprocessor, "brain" of the computer system, is called the central 
processing unit. Everything that a computer does is overseen by the CPU. 
Memory - This is very fast storage used to hold data. It must be fast because it connects directly to the 
microprocessor. There are several specific types of memory in a computer: Random-access memory (RAM) 
- Used to temporarily store information that the computer is currently working with. Read-only memory 
(ROM) - A permanent type of memory storage used by the computer for important data that does not 
change. 
Basic input/output system (BIOS) - A type of ROM that is used by the computer to establish basic 
communication when the computer is first turned on. 
Server - A computer that has been optimized to provide services to other computers over a network. Servers 
usually have powerful processors, lots of memory and large hard drives. 
Mainframe - In the early days of computing, mainframes were huge computers that could fill an entire room 
or even a whole floor! As the size of computers has diminished while the power has increased, the term 
mainframe has fallen out of use in favor o f  enterprise server. You'll still hear the term used, particularly in 
large companies to describe the huge machines processing millions of transactions every day. 
Supercomputer - This type of computer usually costs hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars. 
Although some supercomputers are single computer systems, most comprise multiple high performance 
computers working in parallel as a single system." 
 
'?@06=5=85 3. 
 

 

4) �4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 <I c DGEE><@< 

Q>6<64?9AF4@<. 

1.versatility G@9APL4FP 



2.portability 6B;@B:ABEFP 
3.capability ED98A<=, B5OKAO= 
4.power @BMAO= 
5.to imply CB8D4;G@964FP 
6.to comprise CBDF4F<6ABEFP 
7.to provide services C9D9ABEAB= 
8.to fall out of use @BMABEFP 
9.to rely on G69?<K<64FP 
 GA<69DE4?PABEFP 
10.to diminish BCD989?SFP 
11. to increase >BAEFDG<DB64FP 
12. to define CD98BEF46?SFP GE?G7< 
13. to design CBEFBSAAO= 
14. powerful  EBEFBSFP <; 
15.huge BEAB6O64FPES 
16. permanent 6O=F< <; GCBFD95?9A<S 
17. portable B7DB@AO= 

 G@9APL4FP 
18.average 6B;@B:ABEFP 
 
 

5) 'FB5O 5OEFD99 ;4CB@A<FP QF< E?B64 (GCD. �4), D4ECB?B:<F9 <I 6 CBDS8>9 CBS6?9A<S 6 F9>EF9. 
6) � C4D4I CBFD9A<DG=F9EP 6 C9D96B89 QF<I E?B6 < 6OD4:9A<=. %FG89AF 1 A4;O649F E?B64 CB-DGEE><, 4 
EFG89AF 2 C9D96B8<F <I A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
'?@06=5=85 4. 
 
� E?98GRM<I CD98?B:9A<SI BFEGFEF6GRF A9>BFBDO9 E?B64. �4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< E?B64@<, 
CD<6989AAO@< 6 GCD. �4.  
 
1. An average computer consists of different ... .2. The ... is the heart of any computer. 3. Computer is 
nothing without ... .4. The CPU is based on the ... . 5. There are two main types of computer memory: ... and 
... .6. The information processed by a computer is called .... 7. It is very ... to 
establish  new types of hardware. 8. The computer performance .the 
quality of its hardware and software. 9. The motherboard is a ....... that 
forms the ... of any computer. 10. The motherboard ... many chips and connections. 
 
'?@06=5=85 5. 
 
%D46A<F9 E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S E CD98?B:9A<S@<, CD<6989AAO@< 6 F9>EF9, < <ECD46PF9 
6O89?9AAO9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 BL<5><. #BCDB5G=F9 84FP B5NSEA9A<9 84AAO@ BL<5>4@. #9D9698<F9 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 
1. The physical components that make computer call hardware. 2. The differences in size and power make 
one PC more expensive or powerful another. 3. Motherboard thin, rectangular circuit board that form the 
foundation of your computer. 4. It contain many computer chips and connections. 5. A sound card can build 
into the motherboard. 6. The motherboard allows users personalize a computer system depend from their 
applications and needs. 7. Everything that a computer does oversee the CPU. 8. This_yery fast storage use 
hold data. 9. It must be fast because it connect direct to the microprocessor. 
 
 
'?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>, B5D4M4S 6A<@4A<9 A4 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 S6?9A<S <; GCD. 
5. 
 



and memory- are usually on the 
motherboard, is the basic software, is very 
fast storage used to hold data, is called the 
microprocessor "brain", is fast as it 
connects directly to the   microprocessor, 
allows users to personalize a computer 
system, contains many computer chips and 
connections, forms the foundation of your 
computer, translates image data to be 
displayed by the monitor. 

 1. �<89B < ;6G>B64S >4DFO CB8EB98<ASRFES > @4F9D<AE>B= C?4F9. 2. �?B> C<F4A<S <ECB?P;G9FES 8?S 
D97G?SJ<< Q?9>FD<K9EF64. 3. 'EFDB=EF6B, >BFBDB9 <ECB?P;G9FES 8?S ID4A9A<S <AHBD@4J<<, 
A4;O649FES :9EF><@ 8<E>B@. 4. �9EF><= 8<E> - QFB K4EFP >B@CPRF9D4, >BFBD4S <ECB?P;G9FES 8?S 
ID4A9A<S <AHBD@4J<<. 5. #DBJ9EEBD @B:9F 5OFP D4;AB= @BMABEF< 6 ;46<E<@BEF< BF 97B EFB<@BEF<. 
6. �6G>B64S >4DF4 CD9B5D4;G9F 4A4?B7B6O= ;6G> 6 J<HDB6GR <AHBD@4J<R < B5D4FAB. 7. #4@SFP 
@B:9F 5OFP BC9D4F<6AB= < CBEFBSAAB=. 
 
'?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#D98EF46PF9, KFB 6O - C9D96B8K<>, < 64@ CBDGK<?< 
C9D969EF< F9>EF "Computer Hardware". �4> 5O 6O C9D969?< QFBF 
F9>EF? #B87BFB6PF9 IBDBL<= C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8 A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 
 
'?@06=5=85 8. 
 
#B?P;GSEP F9>EFB@, EB98<A<F9 >B?BA>< F4>, KFB5O CB?GK<?<EP 69DAO9 CD98?B:9A<S. 
 

temporarily store information, 
establish basic communication, permanently store data that does not 

The motherboard change. 
The central permanently  hold  programs and 
processing unit documents. 
Random-access regulate the electricity, 
memory record and play audio. 
Read-only memory' j _j _________________  
Basic   input/output system Power supply The hard disk 
operating system The sound card  
The graphics card 
 
 
'?@06=5=85 9. 
 
4) � C4D4I 6OCB?A<F9 E?98GRM99 ;484A<9, <ECB?P;GS GCD4:A9A<9 8. 
%FG89AF I BC<EO649F K4EFP >B@CPRF9D4, A9 A4;O64S E9. %FG89AF 2 
G748O649F. #BFB@ @B:AB CB@9ASFPES.  
!4CD<@9D: 
St. 1: - This device is used to record and play audio. 
St.2: - The sound card is used to record and play audio. 

St.l: - This device is called the microprocessor "brain". 
St.2: - The central processing unit is called the microprocessor "brain". 
 
5) #B@9AS9@ ;484A<9. %FG89AF 1 ;4748O649F K4EFP >B@CPRF9D4. 
%FG89AF 2 BF748O649F CD< CB@BM< B5M<I 6BCDBEB6. %FG89AF I @B:9F 
FB?P>B BF69K4FP «84» <?< «A9F». !4CD<@9D: 
St.l: - I'm ready. 
St.2: - Does this device form the foundation of a computer? St.l: - No, it doesn't. 
St.2: - Is it the basic software? St.l:- Yes, it is. St.2: - Is it BIOS? 
St.l: - Yes, it is. 



 

'?@06=5=85 10. 
 
$4;O7D4=F9 E?98GRMGR E<FG4J<R. � 64@ B5D4M49FES 64L 8DG7, A4K<A4RM<= CB?P;B64F9?P, E 
CDBEP5B= CB@BKP D4;B5D4FPES 6 4CC4D4FAB@ B59EC9K9A<< >B@CPRF9D4. �4> 5O 6O QFB E89?4?<? �O 
@B:9F9 6OCB?A<FP QFB ;484A<9 6 HBD@9 8<4?B74 <?< @BAB?B74. 
 
'?@06=5=85 11.  
 

#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
� EBEF46 ?R5B7B >B@CPRF9D4 6IB8SF CDBJ9EEBD, C4@SFP, GEFDB=EF64 66B84 < 6O6B84 

<AHBD@4J<<. 
#DBJ9EEBD ;4A<@49FES B5D45BF>B= <AHBD@4J<< - QFB E6B97B DB84 «@B;7» >B@CPRF9D4. � 

BC9D4F<6AB= C4@SF< ("�') >B@CPRF9D4 6 86B<KAB@ 6<89 ;4CB@<A49FES B5D454FO649@4S 
<AHBD@4J<S, CDB7D4@@4 99' B5D45BF>< < D9;G?PF4FO D45BFO. �DB@9 BC9D4F<6AB= C4@SF<, G 
>B@CPRF9D4 @B:9F 5OFP CBEFBSAA4S C4@SFP (#�'). "EAB6AB= I4D4>F9D<EF<>B= S6?S9FES 99' B5N9@. 

'EFDB=EF64 66B84 < 6O6B84 B59EC9K<64RF 66B8 <AHBD@4J<< 6 C4@SFP >B@CPRF9D4 < 6O84KG 99 
A4DG:G. 

 
 
 

#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 4. 

 

INPUT DEVICES. 

'?@06=5=85 1. 

 #B89?<F9EP E6B<@< ;A4A<S@< B5 GEFDB=EF64I 66B84, BF69F<6 A4 6BCDBEO. 

 

• What input devices do you know? 

• What input devices do you usually use when you work with a computer? 

 
'?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF < BCD989?<F9, S6?SRFES ?< E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S 69DAO@<. 
 
1.  The keyboard is the most common input device. 
2. Most mice are used on digital technology. 
3. Digital pens are mouse substitutes. 
4. Today, joysticks are advanced optical-mechanical devices. 
 
No matter how powerful the components inside your computer are, you need a way to interact with them. 
This interaction is called input/output (I/O). The most common types of input devices in PCs are: of 
programming languages currently in use. % has been around for several decades and has won widespread 
acceptance because it gives programmers maximum control and efficiency. % is an easy language to learn. It 
is a bit more cryptic in its style than some other languages, but you get beyond that fairly quickly. 
If you are a programmer, or if you are interested in becoming a programmer, there arc a couple of benefits 
you gain from learning C: 
• You will be able to read and write code for a large number of platforms -- everything from 

microcontrollers to the most advanced scientific systems can be written in C, and many modern operating 
systems are written in C. 

• The jump to the object oriented %++ language becomes much easier. %++ is an extension of C, and it is 
nearly impossible to learn %++ without learning % first. 

% is what is called a compiled language. This means that once you write your % program, you must run it 
through 4 % compiler to turn your program into an executable that the computer can run (execute). To write 
and run 4 % program, you must have access to 4 % compiler. If you are a student, then the school will likely 



provide you with a compiler - find out what the school is using and learn about it. If you are working at 
home on a Windows machine, you are going to need to download a free % compiler or purchase a 
commercial compiler. A widely used commercial compiler is Microsoft's Visual %-A- environment (it 
compiles both % and C-

J 
programs). 

 
'?@06=5=85 3. 
 

 

4) �4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 <I DGEE><@< 

Q>6<64?9AF4@<. 
1. a    computer  language 4. 6OSEASFP, G;A464FP 

 
2. a decade b. >B@C<?SFBD 
3. a programmer E. E?98B64FP, 6OCB?ASFP 
4. a compiled language d. 89ESF<?9F<9 
5. 4  compiler 9. 8B5<FPES L<DB>B7B CD<;A4A<S 
6. environment f. CDB7D4@@<EF 
7. extension g. F4=AO=, ;4748BKAO= 

8. to be interested in h. 8BCB?A9A<9 
9. to gain benefits from i. CB?GK4FP 6O7B8G BF 
10. to find out g.        S;O>        >B@CPRF9DAB7B 

11. to download 
CDB7D4@@<DB64A<S  

12. to purchase >. >B@C<?SDAO= S;O> 
13. to win widespread acceptance 1. 59EC?4FAO= 
14. to follow F. <AF9D9EB64FPES 
15. free C. ;47DG:4FP 
16. impossible B. A96B;@B:AO= 
17. cryptic D.CB>GC4FP 

 
5) 'FB5O 5OEFD99 ;4CB@A<FP QF< E?B64 (GCD. �4), D4ECB?B:<F9 <I 6 CBDS8>9 CBS6?9A<S 6 F9>EF9. 
 
6) � C4D4I CBFD9A<DG=F9EP 6 C9D96B89 QF<I E?B6 < 6OD4:9A<=. %FG89AF 1 A4;O649F E?B64 CB-DGEE><, 4 
EFG89AF 2 C9D96B8<F <I A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
'?@06=5=85 4.  
 
� E?98GRM<I CD98?B:9A<SI BFEGFEF6GRF A9>BFBDO9 E?B64. �4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< E?B64@<, 
CD<6989AAO@< 6 GCD. �4. 
 
I. Different .............. are used to create programs.  
2. C+-+ is an&&.   of  programming                                   
3. In the USA it is ... to get a program ... .  
4. Although  programming is ... a lot of programs are written on its base.  
5. "Diablo �� has won &&.. round the world. 
6.If you ... your teacher's advice you'll learn to write programs very soon. 
7. Those people who were interested in programming two &.. ago now are called &&.. . 
 
'?@06=5=85 5.  
 
#DB69DPF9, A4E>B?P>B IBDBLB 6O C9D96B8<F9 4A7?<=E><9 F9>EFO A4 DGEE><= S;O>. #B87BFB6PF9 
IBDBL<= C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8. 
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"CD989?<F9, S6?SRFES ?< E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S 69DAO@< CB E@OE?G. �E?< A9F - <ECD46PF9. 
 



1. % is a computer programming language. 2. That means that you can use % to create lists of 
instructions for a computer to follow. 3. % is a new computer programming language. 4. % is a 
difficult language to learn. 5. It is a bit clumsier in its style than some other languages. 6. Many 
modern operating systems are written in C. 7. % is an extension of %++, and it is nearly impossible to 
learn % without learning %++ first. 8. Once you write your % program, you must run it through 4 % 
compiler to turn your program into an executable that the computer can run. 9. A widely used 
commercial compiler is Microsoft Office. 

 
'?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#D98EF46PF9, KFB 6O - EB;84F9?P S;O>4 % < %++. $4EE>4:<F9 B E6B9@ «89F<M9» A4K<A4RM<@ 
CDB7D4@@<EF4@.  B:9F9 6OCB?A<FP QFB ;484A<9 6 HBD@9 8<4?B74 <?< @BAB?B74.  
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#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

�?S FB7B KFB5O >B@CPRF9D @B7 6OCB?A<FP CDB7D4@@G, CDB7D4@@4 8B?:A4 5OFP ;4C<E4A4 CB 
EFDB7<@ CD46<?4@, 6 6<89, 8BEFGCAB@ 8?S B5D45BF>< A4 >B@CPRF9D9. &4>B= A45BD CD46<? A4;O649FES 
S;O>B@ CDB7D4@@<DB64A<S. �BECD<A<@4S CDB7D4@@G, ;4C<E4AAGR A4 S;O>9 CDB7D4@@<DB64A<S, 
>B@CPRF9D A9>BFBDO@ B5D4;B@ 9T CD9B5D4;G9F, CB@9L49F 6 EB5EF69AAGR C4@SFP, 4 ;4F9@ 6OCB?AS9F 
>B@4A8O, EBBF69FEF6GRM<9 84AAB= CDB7D4@@9. 

#DB7D4@@4 A4 S;O>9 CDB7D4@@<DB64A<S ;4C<EO649FES 6 6<89 F9>EF4, EB89D:4M97B 5G>6O, 
J<HDO, ;A4>< BC9D4J<= < F.8. �R5B= F4>B= F9>EF @B:AB ;4>B8<DB64FP. 

#D< 6OCB?A9A<< >B@CPRF9D 4A4?<;<DG9F CDB7D4@@G < 6 EBBF69FEF6<< E CDB7D4@@B= 6OCB?AS9F 
F9 <?< <AO9 CD9B5D4;B64A<S A48 84AAO@<. 

 
'?@06=5=85 9. 
 
4) #DB69DPF9, A4E>B?P>B IBDBLB 6O ;4CB@A<?< <AHBD@4J<R B5 
GEFDB=EF64I 66B84. !9 CB?P;GSEP F9>EFB@, ;4>BAK<F9 A4K4FO9 
CD98?B:9A<S. 
1. The most common types of... 
2. The keyboard is the primary device for ... 
3. Most have a QWERTY ... 
4. The mouse is the primary device for ... 
5. A mouse is optimized for ... 
6. Most are used on optical or... 
7. Digital pens are ... 
8. Pens rely on handwriting recognition or ... 
9. Pens come in corded and ... 
10. Joysticks plug into the 15-inch game port ... 
i 1.   In the past, joysticks were ... 
12. Today, joysticks are ... 
13. Voice input systems can have ... 
14. Voice input systems can be used to control ... 
15. Many voice-input systems vary according to ... 
5) #9D9E>4:<F9 F9>EF " Input Devices", CD98EF46<6, KFB 6O - GK4EFA<> 
EFG89AK9E>B= >BAH9D9AJ<< CB CDB5?9@4@ >B@CPRF9DAOI F9IAB?B7<=. 
�4@ 84?< E?B6B. 'FB 5O 6O BF69F<?<? 
 
'?@06=5=85 10.  
 
#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

�?46<4FGD4 AG:A4 8?S GCD46?9A<S >B@CPRF9DB@ < 66B84 <AHBD@4J<<. �?46<4FGD4 #� CBIB:4 
A4 >?46<4FGDG C<LGM9= @4L<A><. �DB@9 5G>69AAOI < J<HDB6OI, 9EFP HGA>J<BA4?PAO9 >?46<L<. 

#� F4>:9 B5BDG8B64A @OLPR - GEFDB=EF6B@ DGKAB7B GCD46?9A<S, >BFBDB9 EB98<AS9FES E #� 
«I6BEFB@» - >459?9@. �AGFD< @OL< A4IB8<FES L4D<>. "A 6D4M49FES, >B784 @OLP 86<749FES CB 



CB69DIABEF<. %6S;4AAO9 E L4D<>B@ 84FK<>< CBEO?4RF 6 #� E<7A4?O, < >GDEBD A4 Q>D4A9 CB6FBDS9F 
86<:9A<9 @OL<. 1FB GEFDB=EF6B <ECB?P;G9FES 8?S 5OEFDB7B 6O5BD4 CGA>FB6 @9AR, CBS6?SRM<IES 
A4 Q>D4A9: >GDEBD CB86B8SF > AG:AB@G CGA>FG < A4:<@4RF >?46<LG @OL<.  OLPR @B:AB 
C9D986<74FP CB Q>D4AG E?B64 < >4DF<A><, 4 F4>:9 K9DF<FP ?<A<<. 
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HOW MICROPROCESSORS WORK 

'?@06=5=85 1.  

� C4D4I <?< 6 7DGCC4I B5EG8<F9 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO. 

 

• What is the most important hardware part in any computer? 

• What do you know about the history of microprocessors? 

• What processor is the most powerful? 

 

'?@06=5=85 2. 
 
4) #DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF < 6O59D<F9 3 CD98?B:9A<S, @4>E<@4?PAB BC<EO64RM<9 D45BFG CDBJ9EEBD4. 
 
The microprocessor, or CPU, is the heart of any normal computer, whether it is a desktop machine, a server 
or a laptop. It is a single computer chip about the size of a matchbox. Its many legs or pins are inserted into 
the motherboard. The CPU, which does the bulk of your PC's thinking, is the motor behind your software. 
The CPU is a kind of a traffic cop. The information is constantly flowing back and forth between the various 
parts of the PC and the CPU. The CPU stands in the middle, deciding what goes where. One of the CPU's 
jobs is to connol the information flow. When you type at the keyboard, the CPU receives every keystroke 
and redirects it to the right place. When you print a letter, the CPU takes the characters from the screen or 
the disk and sends them through the cable that connects your PC to your printer. The CPU gets its orders 
from the software programs that are loaded into the computer memory. A microprocessor executes a 
collection of machine instructions that tell the processor what to do. Based on the instructions, a 
microprocessor does three basic things: 
• Using its ALU (Arithmetic/Logic Unit), a microprocessor can perform mathematical operations like 

addition," subtraction, multiplication and division. 
• A microprocessor can move data from one memory location to another. 
• A microprocessor can make decisions and jump to a new set of instructions based on those decisions. 
 
5) �ECB?P;G=F9 CB?GK9AAO9 6BCDBEO < BF69FO 8?S EBEF46?9A<S 8<4?B74. $4;O7D4=F9 E?98GRMGR 
E<FG4J<R. #D98EF46PF9, KFB 6O GK<F9EP 6 B8AB@ <; 4@9D<>4AE><I >B??98:9=. �O 7BFB6<F9EP > 
Q>;4@9AG CB >B@CPRF9DAB@G 4CC4D4FAB@G B59EC9K9A<R. �O B5EG:849F9 E 8DG7<@ EFG89AFB@ B8<A <; 
6BCDBEB6 > Q>;4@9AG.  
 
'?@06=5=85 10. 
 
4) �4>BAK<F9 A4K4FO9 CD98?B:9A<S, CB?P;GSEP F9>EFB@. 
 
1. The microprocessor, or CPU ... 
2. It is a single computer chip ... 
3. Its many legs or pins are ... 
4. The CPU is a kind of like a ... 
5. The information is constantly ... 
6. One of the CPU's jobs is to ... 
7. When you type at the keyboard, ... 
8. When you print a letter, ... 
9. The CPU gets its orders from ... 



10. Based on the instructions, a microprocessor... 
11. A microprocessor can ... 
 
5) #9D9E>4:<F9 F9>EF " A Personal Computer is a General-Purpose Device", CD98EF46<6, KFB 6O - 
GK4EFA<> EFG89AK9E>B= >BAH9D9AJ<< CB CDB5?9@4@ >B@CPRF9DAOI F9IAB?B7<=. �4@ 84?< E?B6B. 'FB 
5O 6O BF69F<?<? 
6) %<FG4J<R 6 GCD. 105 @B:AB CB6FBD<FP. &9C9DP @B:AB 8B546<FP C9D96B8K<>4, >BFBDO= 5G89F 
C9D96B8<FP 64LG D9KP E 4A7?<=E>B7B S;O>4 A4 DGEE><= <?< E DGEE>B7B A4 4A7?<=E><=. 
 
'?@06=5=85 11.  
 
#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
�B@C4A<S AMD EB5<D49FES > >BAJG QFB7B 7B84 CD9>D4F<FP CDB<;6B8EF64 CDBJ9EEBDB6 Duron, 
>BFBDO9 CD98A4;A4K4RFES 8?S A98BDB7<I >B@CPRF9DB6. �B 6ES>B@ E?GK49, 6 C?4A4I >B@C4A<< A4 
2003 7B8 Duron'bi A9 ;A4K4FES. &4>B9 D9L9A<9 CD<ASFB 6 E6S;< E A486<74RM<@ES 6OCGE>B@ 
CDBJ9EEBDB6 E9@9=EF64 Hammer. #9D6O= K<C QFB7B E9@9=EF64 CB8 A4;64A<9@  Claw Hammer 8B?:9A 
>4> D4; CBS6<FPES 6 >BAJ9 7B84. AMD CD<7BFB6<?4 9@G DB?P BEAB6AB7B E6B97B CDBJ9EEBD4 8?S 
A4EFB?PAOI #� < ABGF5G>B6. � AOA9LA<= ?<89D Athlon ;4=@9F @9EFB Duron'a, FB 9EFP EF4A9F 
CDBJ9EEBDB@ 8?S 89L96OI >B@CPRF9DB6. 
 
 
&5<0 2. #DB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9. Software. 

 
Ц5;P: <;GK<FP ?9>E<>G CB F9@9 #DB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9, CB6FBD<FP 7D4@@4F<K9E><= @4F9D<4?. 
%>45@60=85 @01>BO: F9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S CB 84AAB= F9@9, GCD4:A9A<S A4 GE6B9A<9 < ;4>D9C?9A<9 
?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B @4F9D<4?4. 
�040=85: CDBK<F4FP, C9D969EF< F9>EFO, 6OC<E4FP < 6OGK<FP AB6O9 ?9>E<K9E><9 98<A<JO, 6OCB?A<FP 
DS8 CD98?B:9AAOI GCD4:A9A<= A4 ;4>D9C?9A<9 ?9>E<>< < 7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B @4F9D<4?4 
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DEFINING RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY (RAM) 

'?@06=5=85 1. 

#B89?<F9EP E6B<@< ;A4A<S@< B 6<84I >B@CPRF9DAB= C4@SF<, BF69F<6 A4 6BCDBEO. 
• What types of computer memory do you know? 
• What are they used for? 
• What is the difference between them? 
 

'?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF, A4=8<F9 A4<5B?99 EGM9EF69AAGR <AHBD@4J<R B5 BC9D4F<6AB= C4@SF< < 
D4EE>4:<F9 B5 QFB@ A4 DGEE>B@ S;O>9. 

Random-access memory (RAM) is the best known form of computer memory. RAM is a type of short-term 
memory; when power is turned off, the information is lost. 
A memory chip is an integrated circuit (1%) made of millions of transistors and capacitors. They come in 
different shapes and sizes. Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) chips are the most common type of 
computer memory, and they need to be energized hundreds of times per second to hold the information. 
DRAM has memory cells with a paired transistor and capacitor requiring constant refreshing. This refresh 
operation is where dynamic RAM gets its name. Dynamic RAM has to be dynamically refreshed all of the 
time or it forgets what it is holding. The downside of all of this refreshing is that it takes time and slows 
down the memory. 

Static RAM uses a completely different technology. Static random access memory uses multiple 
transistors, typically four to six, for each memory cell but doesn't have a capacitor in each cell. Static RAM 



never needs to be refreshed. This makes static RAM significantly faster than dynamic RAM. However, 
because it has more parts, a static memory cell takes a lot more space on a chip than a dynamic memory cell. 
Therefore you get less memory per chip, and that makes static RAM a lot more expensive.  

 
'?@06=5=85 3. 
 
4) �4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 4A7?<=E><9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S E <I 
DGEE><@< Q>6<64?9AF4@<. � QFB@ 64@ CB@B:9F E?B64DP. 
 
1. short-term memory 4. ;A4K<F9?PAB 
2. an integrated circuit b. 6>?RK4FP/6O>?RK4FP 
3. a transistor E. G89D:<64FP <AHBD@4J<R 
4. a capacitor d. FD4A;<EFBD 
5. a cell 9. >BA89AE4FBD 
6. random-access memory f. A98BEF4FB> 
7. refreshing g. SK9=>4 
8. downside h. FD95B64FP 
9. space i. <AF97D4?PA4S @<>DBEI9@4 
10.to turn on/off g. >D4F>BEDBKA4S C4@SFP 
11.to hold the information k. B5AB6?9A<9 
12.to slow down I. CBEFBSAAO= 
13.to require m. ;4@98?SFP 
14.significantly C. BC9D4F<6A4S C4@SFP 
15.constant B. @9EFB, CDBEFD4AEF6B 
 
5) 'FB5O 5OEFD99 ;4CB@A<FP QF< E?B64 (GCD. �4), D4ECB?B:<F9 <I 6 
CBDS8>9 CBS6?9A<S 6 F9>EF9. 
6) � C4D4I CBFD9A<DG=F9EP 6 C9D96B89 QF<I E?B6 < 6OD4:9A<=. 
%FG89AF 1 A4;O649F E?B64 CB-DGEE><, 4 EFG89AF 2 C9D96B8<F <I A4 
4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
'?@06=5=85 4.  
 
� E?98GRM<I CD98?B:9A<SI BFEGFEF6GRF A9>BFBDO9 E?B64. �4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE>< E?B64@<, 
CD<6989AAO@< 6 GCD. �4. 
 
1. When you begin to work you ...... your computer, when you finish to 
work you  .........  it. 2. The motherboard is .............  ... that forms the 
foundation of a computer. 3. Today computers are ... more powerful than they were 10 years ago. 4. The 
computer ... it that it can break down. 5. A memory chip is made of millions of..... and ... .6. Memory is a 
part of a 
computer used to .......... 7. A cheap processor can .......... the work of a 
computer. 
 
'?@06=5=85 5. 
 
#9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>, B5D4M4S 6A<@4A<9 A4 6O89?9AAO9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 
S6?9A<S. #BCDB5G=F9 84FP B5NSEA9A<9 84AAO@ 7D4@@4F<K9E><@ S6?9A<S@. 
 
1. Random-access memory (RAM) is the best known form of computer memory. 2. RAM is a type of short-
term memory; when power is turned off, the information is lost. 3. � memory chip is an integrated circuit 
(1%) made of millions of transistors and capacitors. 4. DRAM has memory cells with a paired transistor and 
capacitor requiring constant refreshing. 5. The downside of all of this refreshing is that it takes time and 
slows down the memory. 6. Static RAM never needs to be refreshed. 7. This makes static RAM significantly 
faster than dynamic RAM.  
 
'?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O> CD98?B:9A<S, EB89D:4M<9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 S6?9A<S <; GCD.5. 



 
1. "C9D4F<6A4S A4@SFP - B8<A <; A4<5B?99 D4ECDBEFD4A9AAOI 6<8B6 C4@SF<. 2. �4;B64S E<EF9@4 66B84 
< 6O6B84 ;47DG:49FES, >B784 6O 6>?RK49F9 >B@CPRF9D. 3. %F4F<K9E>4S BC9D4F<6A4S C4@SFP 5OEFD99, 
K9@ 8<A4@<K9E>4S. 4. '<C "�' - <AF97D4?PA4S @<>DBEI9@4, EBEFBSM4S <; @<??<BAB6 FD4A;<EFBDB6 < 
>BA89AE4FBDB6. 5. � A4L< 8A< C4@SFP 6@9M49F 6 E95S ;A4K<F9?PAB 5B?PL9 <AHBD@4J<<, K9@ 10 ?9F 
A4;48. 
 
'?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#B87BFB6PF9 C9D96B8 F9>EF4  A4 DGEE><= S;O>. #B8B=8<F9 > ;484A<R F6BDK9E><; CB@A<F9, KFB C9D96B8 
F9>EF4 8B?:9A ;6GK4FP CB-DGEE><. �4F9@ 6O59D<F9 ?GKL<= C9D96B8.  
 
'?@06=5=85 8. 
 
4) !4=8<F9 BF69FO 6 F9>EF9 A4 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO. 
 
1. Why is RAM a type of short-term memory? 
2. What is a memory chip made of? 
3. What are the main RAM types? 
4. Why is DRAM called dynamic? 
5. Why is static RAM called static? 
5) �ECB?P;GS 6OL9C9D9K<E?9AAO9 6BCDBEO (GCD. 84), EBEF46PF9 8<4?B7 < D4;O7D4=F9 E?98GRMGR 
E<FG4J<R. �O 3 DG>B6B8<F9?P >DG:>4 «2AO= I4>9D» 6 �@9D<>4AE>B@ �B@9 #<BA9DB6. �4@ 
A9B5IB8<@B BF69F<FP A4 6BCDBEO B8AB7B <; K?9AB6 64L97B >DG:>4 
 
'?@06=5=85 9. 
 
�OCB?A<F9 E?98GRM99 F6BDK9E><-4A4?<F<K9E>B9 ;484A<9. %D46A<F9 864 BEAB6AOI 6<84 BC9D4F<6AB= 
C4@SF<: DRAM < static RAM. !4=8<F9 B5M<9 < BF?<K<F9?PAO9 K9DFO.  
 B:9F9 <ECB?P;B64FP 84AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S: dynamic random-access memory, static random 
access memory, the most common type of, to be energized, a paired transistor and capacitor, to be 
dynamically refreshed, slow down, multiple transistors, faster than, take a lot more space, make a lot more 
expensive. 
 
'?@06=5=85 10. 
 
�?S 6OCB?A9A<S 84AAB7B ;484A<S 64@ CBFD95G9FES 6BB5D4:9A<9 < F6BDK9E><= CB8IB8 > 89?G. 
$4EE>4:<F9 B5 BC9D4F<6AB= C4@SF< BF <@9A< E4@B= BC9D4F<6AB= C4@SF<.  B:9F9 A4K4FP E?98GRM<@ 
B5D4;B@: "/ 'F random access memory and I'd like to tell you about myself. I'm the best known form of 
computer memory... "  
 
'?@06=5=85 11. 
 
#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

�?S ID4A9A<S <AHBD@4J<< <ECB?P;GRFES D4;AO9 GEFDB=EF64. "F?<K4RFES BA< T@>BEFPR C4@SF< 
< 6D9@9A9@ 8BEFGC4 > A9=. 

"C9D4F<6A4S C4@SFP >B@CPRF9D4 - E4@4S 5OEFD4S. 'FB5O <;6?9KP <; A9T K<E?B <?< E?B6B, 
8BEF4FBKAB @<??<BAAOI 8B?9= E9>GA8O. "5OKAB T@>BEFP BC9D4F<6AB= C4@SF< ED46A<F9?PAB 
A969?<>4 - BF A9E>B?P><I @97454=F 8B B8AB7B 7<7454=F4. "C9D4F<6A4S C4@SFP A4IB8<FES 6AGFD< 
E4@B7B >B@CPRF9D4. 
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MEMORY DEVICES 
 

'?@06=5=85 1. 
 

#B89?<F9EP E6B<@< ;A4A<S@< B 6<84I >B@CPRF9DAB= C4@SF<, BF69F<6 A4 6BCDBEO. 
 
• What types of computer memory do you know? 
• What are they used for? 

• What is the difference between them? 

 

'?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF < 6O59D<F9 3 CD98?B:9A<S, @4>E<@4?PAB BC<EO64RM<9 BC9D4J<BAAGR C4@SFP. 
 

Similar to RAM, ROM chips contain a grid of columns and rows. But where the columns and rows intersect, 
ROM chips are fundamentally different from RAM chips. While RAM uses transistors to turn on or off 
access to a capacitor at each intersection, ROM uses a diode to connect the lines if the value is 1. If the value 
is 0, then the lines arc not connected at all. 
You cannot reprogram or rewrite a standard ROM chip. If it is incorrect, or the data needs to be updated, 
you have to throw it away and start over. Creating the original template for a ROM chip is often a laborious 
process full of trial and error. 
But the benefits of ROM chips outweigh the drawbacks. Once the template is completed, the actual chips 
can cost as little as a few cents each. They use very little power, are extremely reliable and, in the case of 
most small  electronic devices, contain all the necessary programming to control the device. A great 
example is the small chip in the singing fish toy. This chip, about the size of your fingernail, contains the 
30-second song clips in ROM and the control codes to synchronize the motors to the music. 
 

'?@06=5=85 3. 

 
4) �4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 
4A7?<=E><9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S E <I DGEE><@< Q>6<64?9AF4@<. � QFB@ 
64@ CB@B:9F E?B64DP. 
 
read only memory CD9<@GM9EF6B 
access C9D9E9>4FP 
a template >B?BA>4 
trial and error @B89DA<;<DB64FP 
benefit EB;8464FP 
drawback L45?BA, @B89?P, ?9>4?B 
a column DS8 
a row CBEFBSAA4S C4@SFP 
a diode 8BCGE> 
to complete ;4CB?ASFP 
to create 6O5D4EO64FP 
to update CD96BEIB8<FP 
to intersect @9FB8 CDB5 < BL<5B> 
to throw away FDG8BT@><= 
to outweigh A489:AO= 
laborious 8<B8 
reliable A98BEF4FB> 
 
5) 'FB5O 5OEFD99 ;4CB@A<FP QF< E?B64 (GCD. �4), D4ECB?B:<F9 <I 6 
CBDS8>9, CBS6?9A<S 6 F9>EF9, 
6) � C4D4I CBFD9A<DG=F9EP 6 C9D96B89 QF<I E?B6 < 6OD4:9A<=. 
%FG89AF 1 A4;O649F E?B64 CB-DGEE><, 4 EFG89AF 2 C9D96B8<F <I A4 
4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 



'?@06=5=85 4. 
 
#9D9698<F9 E?B64, G>4;4AAO9 6 E>B5>4I, A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 
1, Nowadays you can (@B89DA<;<DB64FP) computer in any computer shop. 
2.The user can study the computer by (@9FB8B@ CDB5 < BL<5B>) but it's 
not the best variant. 3. (�<B8) is used in every electronic device. 4. The 
computer (CD9<@GM9EF6B) is that it can process a lot of information. 5. 
The computer (A98BEF4FB>) is in its little reliability. 6. Program creating is a very (FDG8BT@><=) process. 7. 
If you have written the wrong program (6O5DBE<F9) it away and create a new one. 
 
'?@06=5=85 5. 
 
#9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>, B5D4M4S 6A<@4A<9 A4 6O89?9AAO9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 
S6?9A<S. #BCDB5G=F9 84FP B5NSEA9A<9 84AAO@ 7D4@@4F<K9E><@ S6?9A<S@. 
 
1. While RAM uses transistors lo turn on or off access to a capacitor at each intersection, ROM uses a diode 
to connect the lines if the value is 1. 
2. If it is incorrect, or the data needs to be updated, you have to throw it away and start over. 3. Creating the 
original template for a ROM chip is often a laborious process. 4. Once the template is completed, the actual 
chips can cost as little as a few cents each. 
 
'?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#9D9698<F9 A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O> CD98?B:9A<S, EB89D:4M<9 7D4@@4F<K9E><9 S6?9A<S <; GCD. 5. 
 
 1. %B;84A<9 >B@CPRF9DAB= <7DO - QFB FDG8B9@><= CDBJ9EE. 2. #DB7D4@@<EFO 8B?:AO 6?489FP 
8BEF4FBKAO@< ;A4A<S@< 8?S A4C<E4A<S CDB7D4@@O. 3. �E?< 64@ A9B5IB8<@B @B89DA<;<DB64FP 
CBEFBSAAGR C4@SFP, 6O @B:9F9 E89?4FP QFB 6 ?R5B@ >B@CPRF9DAB@  474;<A9. 4. #4@SFP CB?ABEFPR 
5O?4 ;4CB?A9A4, < CB?P;B64F9?P �4ES A9 E@B7 GEF4AB6<FP "War Craft IIP, CBQFB@G 9@G CD<L?BEP 
GEF4A46?<64FP F9FD<E. 
 
'?@06=5=85 7. 
 
�O DG>B6B8<F9?P >DG:>4 «2AO= I4>9D» 6 �@9D<>4AE>B@ �?G59. �O CD<9I4?< 6 $BEE<R. �4E 
CBCDBE<?< C9D969EF< F9>EF "Defining Read Only Memory' (ROM)" 8?S DGEE><I RAOI I4>9DB6. �4> 5O 
6O 97B C9D969?<? #B87BFB6PF9 IBDBL<= C<EP@9AAO= C9D96B8. 
 
'?@06=5=85 8. 
 
$4EEF46PF9 E?98GRM<9 CD98?B:9A<S CB CBDS8>G <I E?98B64A<S 6 F9>EF9. 
 
1. It is difficult to create the original template for a ROM chip. 
2. They use very little power, are extremely reliable. 
3. RAM uses transistors to turn on or off access to a capacitor at each intersection 
4. A great example is the small chip in the singing fish toy. 
5. The ROM chips are cheap. 
6. You cannot reprogram or rewrite a standard ROM chip. 
7. ROM uses a diode lo connect the lines. 
 
'?@06=5=85 9. 
 
%D46A<F9 BC9D4F<6AGR (RAM) < CBEFBSAAGR (ROM) 6<8O C4@SF<. !4=8<F9 B5M<9 < BF?<K<F9?PAO9 
K9DFO. 
 
'?@06=5=85 10.  
 
�?S 6OCB?A9A<S 84AAB7B ;484A<S 64@ EAB64 CBFD95G9FES 6BB5D4:9A<9 < F6BDK9E><= CB8IB8 > 89?G. 
$4;O7D4=F9 8<4?B7 BF ?<J4 BC9D4F<6AB= < CBEFBSAAB= C4@SF<. $4EE>4:<F9, >4> BA< D45BF4RF. 



 
'?@06=5=85 11.  
 
#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

!B64S F9IAB?B7<S >B@CPRF9DAB= C4@SF< E 6OEB>B= CDBCGE>AB= ECBEB5ABEFPR CB@B:9F 
CB?P;B64F9?S@ ;45OFP 6E9 A9CD<SFABEF<, E6S;4AAO9 E C9D9;47DG;>B= (rebooting) >B@CPRF9D4. &4>:9 
AB6O= EF4A84DF QA9D7BA9;46<E<@B= C4@SF< CB;6B?<F CB6OE<FP E>BDBEFP EBID4A9A<S < KF9A<S 
5B?PL<I B5N9@B6 84AAOI A4 CBEFBSAAOI ABE<F9?SI <AHBD@4J<<. 

$4;D45BF4AA4S GK9AO@< C4@SFP QA9D7BA9;46<E<@4, FB 9EFP @B:AB E@9?B 6O>?RK4FP >B@CPRF9D < 
A<K97B A9 CDBC489F. �B784 C<F4A<9 5G89F 6AB6P 6>?RK9AB, E<EF9@4 < 6E9 CD<?B:9A<S 5G8GF 6 FB@ :9 
EBEFBSA<<, KFB < A4 @B@9AF 6O>?RK9A<S. 

#D<AJ<C 89=EF6<S Q?9@9AFB6 C4@SF< BEAB64A A4 <;@9A9A<< <I EBCDBF<6?9A<S CB8 89=EF6<9@ 
GCD46?SRM97B A4CDS:9A<S. !B64S F9IAB?B7<S D9;<EF<6AB= C4@SF< @B:9F 84FP A4K4?B AB6B@G 
CB>B?9A<R @4EEB6B= C4@SF< 8?S >B@CPRF9DB6. 

 
'?@06=5=85 12. ;4CB?A<F9 CB?S EBBF69FEF6GRM9= HBD@B= 7?47B?4, G>4;4AAB= 6 >DG7?OI 

E>B5>4I. �O59D<F9 CD<K4EF<9 1 (HBD@4 A4-ing) <?< CD<K4EF<9 2 (HBD@4 A4-ed) 6 ;46<E<@BEF< BF 
>BAF9>EF4, CD<6989AAB7B 6 >4:8B@ CD98?B:9A<<. 

 

1. The software upgrade __________ (release) last night is expected to enhance the system's 

performance significantly. 

2. With the files __________ (encrypt) using advanced algorithms, unauthorized access to sensitive 

data is highly unlikely. 

3. The computer program __________ (design) for simplicity can be easily navigated even by novice 

users. 

4. After the files are __________ (compress), they occupy less storage space, which improves overall 

system efficiency. 

5. The antivirus software __________ (update) regularly ensures protection against the latest security 

threats. 

6. The data __________ (backup) every night is stored on an external server for disaster recovery 

purposes. 

7. The error message __________ (display) on the screen indicates a potential hardware malfunction. 

8. The email attachment __________ (scan) for viruses before it was opened to ensure safe browsing. 

9. The software __________ (install) on all computers in the office simplifies workflow management. 

10. The website __________ (develop) with user experience in mind loads quickly on various devices. 

Answers: 

1. released 

2. encrypted 

3. designed 

4. compressed 

5. updated 

6. backed up 

7. displayed 

8. scanned 

9. installed 

10. developed 
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

'?@06=5=85 1.  

� C4D4I <?< 6 7DGCC4I B5EG8<F9 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO. 

 

• What is the difference between hardware and software? 

• What do you know about software? 

• Is it difficult to write a program? 

• Have you ever written a computer program? 

 
'?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#DBK<F4=F9 F9>EF < 6O59D<F9 3 CD98?B:9A<S, @4>E<@4?PAB BC<EO64RM<9 CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
>B@CPRF9D4. 
 

Every desktop and laptop computer in common use today contains a microprocessor as its central processing 
unit. The microprocessor is the hardware component. To get its work done, the microprocessor executes a 
set of instructions known as software. You are probably very familiar with two different types of software: 
The operating system - The operating system provides a set of services for the applications running on your 
computer, and it also provides the fundamental user interface for your computer. Windows 98 and Linux are 
examples of operating systems. 
The applications - Applications are pieces of software lhat are programmed to perform specific tasks. On 
your computer right now you probably have a browser application, a word processing application, an e-mail 
application and so on. You can also buy new applications and install them. 
Ft turns out that the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) is the third type of software your computer needs to 
operate successfully. 
 

'?@06=5=85 3. 
 

�4AAO9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S 6EFD9K4RFES 6 F9>EF9. %B98<A<F9 4A7?<=E><9 E?B64 < 6OD4:9A<S E <I 
DGEE><@< Q>6<64?9AF4@<. 
 
1. operating system 4. D45BF4FP,        GCD46?SFP 

>B@CPRF9DB@ 
2. to provide a set of services b. GEF4A46?<64FP CD<?B:9A<S 
3. to install applications E. G84KAB 
4. to operate a computer d. BC9D4J<BAA4S E<EF9@4 
5. successfully E. CD98BEF46?SFP E9D<R GE?G7  
 
'?@06=5=85 4. 
 
4) !4=8<F9 BF69FO 6 F9>EF9 A4 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO. 
 
1. What docs every desktop and laptop computer contain? 2. Component of what is the microprocessor? 3. 
What does the microprocessor execute? 4. What are two types of software? 5. What does the operating 
system provide? 6. What are application programmed to do? 7. What is the third type of software? 
5) $4;O7D4=F9 E?98GRMGR E<FG4J<R. � 64@ B5D4M49FES 64L 8DG7, 
A4K<A4RM<= CB?P;B64F9?P, E CDBEP5B= CB@BKP D4;B5D4FPES 6 
>B@CPRF9DAB@ CDB7D4@@AB@ B59EC9K9A<<. �4> 5O 6O QFB E89?4?<? 
�O @B:9F9 6OCB?A<FP QFB ;484A<9 6 HBD@9 8<4?B74, <ECB?P;GS 
6BCDBEO <; GCD. 44. 
 
'?@06=5=85 5. 
 
4) �4>BAK<F9 A4K4FO9 CD98?B:9A<S, CB?P;GSEP F9>EFB@. 



 
1. Every desktop and laptop computer in common use today contains .. 
2. The microprocessor is the ... 
3. To get its work done, the microprocessor ... 
4. The operating system provides ... and it also ... 
5. Applications are pieces of software that ... 
6. On your computer right now you probably have ... 
7. The Basic Input/Output System is the third ... 
 
5) $4EE>4:<F9 B >B@CPRF9DAB@ CDB7D4@@AB@ B59EC9K9A<<, CD98EF46<6, KFB 6O - GK4EFA<> 
EFG89AK9E>B= >BAH9D9AJ<< CB CDB5?9@4@ >B@CPRF9DAOI F9IAB?B7<=. �4@ 84?< E?B6B. 'FB 5O 6O 
BF69F<?<? 
 
6) %<FG4J<R 6 GCD. 54 @B:AB CB6FBD<FP. &9C9DP @B:AB 8B546<FP C9D96B8K<>4, >BFBDO= 5G89F 
C9D96B8<FP 64LG D9KP E 4A7?<=E>B7B S;O>4 A4 DGEE><= <?< E DGEE>B7B A4 4A7?<=E><=. 
 
'?@06=5=85 6.  
 
#9D9698<F9 E?98GRM<= F9>EF A4 4A7?<=E><= S;O>. 
 

"C<E4A<9 FB7B, >4><9 89=EF6<S, 6 >4>B@ CBDS8>9 < A48 >4><@< CBDJ<S@< <AHBD@4J<< 8B?:9A 
CDB<;69EF< >B@CPRF9D, A4;O649FES CDB7D4@@B= 8?S >B@CPRF9D4. "5D4;AB 7B6BDS, >B@CPRF9D 59; 
CDB7D4@@O CD98EF46?S9F EB5B= 7DG8G :9?9;4, A9 ECBEB5AGR A< > >4>B= C9D9D45BF>< <AHBD@4J<<. 
#BQFB@G EBEF46?9A<9 CDB7D4@@ - CDB7D4@@<DB64A<9 EBEF46?S9F BEAB6G ?R5B7B <ECB?P;B64A<S 
>B@CPRF9D4. 

%H9D4 CD<@9A9A<S >BA>D9FAB7B >B@CPRF9D4 BCD989?S9FES A9 EFB?P>B 97B >BAEFDG>J<9=, 
E>B?P>B A45BDB@ EB;84AAOI 8?S A97B CDB7D4@@. �?S FB7B KFB5O C9D9>?RK<FP >B@CPRF9D E B8AB= 
D45BFO A4 8DG7GR, 8BEF4FBKAB E@9A<FP CDB7D4@@G 6 97B C4@SF<. 

 

 

#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 4. 
SOFTWARE. TYPES OF SOFTWARE 

A computer to complete a job requires more than just the actual equipment or hardware we see and 

touch. It requires Software 3 programs for directing the operation of a computer or electronic data. 

Software is the final computer system component. These computer programs instruct the hardware 

how to conduct processing. The computer is a general-purpose machine which requires specific software to 

perform a given task. Computers can input, calculate, compare, and output data as information. Software 

determines the order in which these operations are performed. 

Programs usually fall in one of two categories: system software and applications software. 

System software controls standard internal computer activities. An operating system, for example, is 

a collection of system programs that aid in the operation of a computer regardless of the application software 

being used. When a computer is first turned on, one of the systems programs is booted or loaded into the 

computers memory. This software contains information about memory capacity, the model of the processor, 

the disk drives to be used, and more. Once the system software is loaded, the applications software can start 

to work. 

System programs are designed for the specific pieces of hardware. These programs are called drivers 

and coordinate peripheral hardware and computer activities. User needs to install a specific driver in order to 

activate his or her peripheral device. For example, if you intend to buy a printer or a scanner you need to 

worry in advance about the driver program which commonly go along with your device. By installing the 

driver you «teach» your mainboard to «understand» the newly attached part. 



Applications software satisfies your specific need. The programmers nowadays tend to include all 

kinds of gimmicks in one program to make software interface look more attractive to the user. These class of 

programs is the most numerous and perspective from the marketing point of view. 

 

Vocabulary: 

to direct 3 GCD46?SFP 
to conduct 3 CDB6B8<FP  
general purpose 3 @AB7BJ9?96B= 

to require 3 FD95B64FP 
system software 3 E<EF9@AB9 CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 
application software 3 CD<>?48AB9 CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9  
internal 3 6AGFD9AA<= 
to load 3 ;47DG:4FP  
specific 3 >BA>D9FAO=, BCD989?9AAO=  
regardless of 3 A9E@BFDS A4 
to install 3 GEF4A46?<64FP  
to boot 3 ;4CGE>4FP  
to develop 3 D4;6<64FP, CDBS6?SFP, D4;D454FO64FP  
to provide with 3 B59EC9K<64FP K9@-?<5B 
to attach 3 CD<EB98<ASFP 

 

1. Translate from Russian into English: 

1) GCD46?9A<9 D45BFB= >B@CPRF9D4, 
2) Q?9>FDBAAO9 84AAO9, 
3) CDB6B8<FP B5D45BF>G, 
4) @AB7BJ9?964S @4L<A4, 
5) CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9, 
6) 66B8<FP, 

7) EK<F4FP, 
8) ED46A<64FP, 
9) 6O6B8<FP 84AAO9, 
10) BCD989?SFP CBDS8B>, 
11) E<EF9@AB9 CDB7D4@@AB9 
B59EC9K9A<9.

 

 

2. Find English equivalents in the text: 

1. #DB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 3 CDB7D4@@O 8?S GCD46?9A<S D45BFB= >B@CPRF9D4 <?< 
Q?9>FDBAAO@< 84AAO@<. 

2. #DB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 BCD989?S9F CBDS8B> 6OCB?A9A<S BC9D4J<=. 
3. #D<>?48AO9 CDB7D4@@O G8B6?9F6BDSRF 64LG CBFD95ABEFP. 
4. %<EF9@AB9 CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 >BAFDB?<DG9F EF4A84DFAO9 6AGFD9AA<9 
89SF9?PABEF< >B@CPRF9D4. 

5. #DB7D4@@<EFO E97B8AS <@9RF F9A89AJ<R 6>?RK4FP 6E9 6<8O CD<@4AB> 6 B8AG 
CDB7D4@@G. 

 

3. Complete the sentences: 

1. Software 3 programs for directing & . 
2. Computers can & . 
3. Software determines & . 
4. Programs usually fall in one of two categories & . 
5. System software controls & . 
6. An operating system, for example, is a collection & . 
7. System programs are designed & . 
8. By installing the driver you & . 



9. Applications software satisfies & . 
10. This class of programs is & . 

 

4. Make up the sentences: 

1. The computer is & a) requires more than just the actual equipment 

or hardware we see and touch. 

2. Software determines & b) your specific need. 

3. System programs are designed & c) a general-purpose machine which requires 

specific software to perform a given task. 

4. Applications software satisfies & d) for the specific pieces of hardware. 

5. A computer to complete a job & e) the order in which these operations are 

performed. 

 

5. Answer the questions: 

1. In what two basic groups software could be divided? 

2. What is system software for? 

3. What is software? 

4. What is an operating system? 

5. What is application software? 

6. What is application software for? 

 

6. Say if the following sentences are True or False: 

1. Computer programs only instruct the hardware how to handle data storage. 

2. System software controls standard internal computer activities. 

3. The computer is a general-purpose machine which requires specific software to perform a given 

task. 

4. Computers can only input, calculate data as information. 

5. Programs usually fall in one of two categories: system software and applications software. 
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OPERATING SYSTEM 

1. Read the text and enumerate types of operating systems: 

 

 

 



 

 

 
2. Answer the questions: 

1.What are the functions of the Service management? 

2. What is the role of Access control? 

3. What does device management include? 

4. What does GUI allow? 

5. How can be application run, configured or deleted? 

 



3. Match the term with its characteristic feature: 

 
Windows registry & organizes the settings 

Windows settings app & manages applications installed on the system 

Device management & helps in keeping storage devices well maintained 

Disk management & stores settings 

Access control & keeps the system up to date 

Graphical user interface & displays pictures, icons and images on a screen 

Operating system & displays text on a screen accepting input from the keyboard 

Application management & manages antivirus preventing malicious files from accessing the computer 

Command line interface & determines the hardware 

Windows update & makes people, hardware and software interface with each other 

 

4. Translate the following words and word combinations into Russia: 

1) icon; 

2) interfaces; 

3) hardware; 

4) storage device; 

5) management; 

6) input; 

7) touch 

8) screen; 

9) verify; 

10) software; 

11) credential; 

12) antimalware software; 

13) malicious file; 

14) settings. 

 

 

#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 6. 
TEXT EDITORS 

History 

Before text editors existed, computer text was punched into cards with keypunch machines. Physical 

boxes of these thin cardboard cards were then inserted into a card-reader. Magnetic tape and disk "card-image" 

files created from such card decks often had no line-separation characters at all, and assumed fixed-length 80-

character records. An alternative to cards was punched paper tape. It could be created by some teleprinters, 

which used special characters to indicate ends of records. 

The first text editors were "line editors" oriented to typewriter-style terminals without displays. Com-

mands effected edits to a file at an imaginary insertion point called the "cursor". Edits were verified by typing a 

command to print a small section of the file, and periodically by printing the entire file. In some line editors, the 

cursor could be moved by commands that specified the line number in the file, text strings for which to search, 

and regular expressions. Line editors were major improvements over keypunching. Some line editors could be 

used by keypunch. 

When computer terminals with video screens became available, screen-based text editors became com-

mon. One of the earliest full-screen editors was 5O266, which was written for the operator console of the CDC 

6000 series computers in 1967. Another early full-screen editor was 5vi6. Written in the 1970s, it is still a stan-

dard editor on Unix and Linux operating systems.  

Also written in the 1970s was the UCSD Pascal Screen Oriented Editor, which was optimized both for 

indented source code as well as general text.  

https://wiki2.org/en/Punched_cards
https://wiki2.org/en/Keypunch
https://wiki2.org/en/Teleprinter
https://wiki2.org/en/Line_editor
https://wiki2.org/en/Typewriter
https://wiki2.org/en/String_(computer_science)
https://wiki2.org/en/Regular_expression
https://wiki2.org/en/Computer_terminal
https://wiki2.org/en/Visual_editor
https://wiki2.org/en/O26_(text_editor)
https://wiki2.org/en/CDC_6000_series
https://wiki2.org/en/CDC_6000_series
https://wiki2.org/en/Vi
https://wiki2.org/en/Unix
https://wiki2.org/en/Linux
https://wiki2.org/en/UCSD_Pascal


Emacs, one of the first free and open source software projects, is another early full-screen or real-time 

editor, one that was ported to many systems. A full-screen editor's ease-of-use and speed (compared to the line-

based editors) motivated many early purchases of video terminals.  

The core data structure in a text editor is the one that manages the sequence of characters or list 

of records that represents the current state of the file being edited. While the former could be stored in a single 

long consecutive array of characters, the desire for text editors that could more quickly insert and delete text.  

 

Vocabulary: 

punch 3 65<64FP 
keypunch machine 3 >?46<LAO= C9DHBD4FBD 
physical box 3  
cardboard card 3 C9DHB>4DF4 
insert 3 6EF46?SFP 
card-reader 3 GEFDB=EF6B EK<FO64A<S E C9DHB>4DF 
magnetic tape 3 @47A<FA4S ?9AF4 
card-image file 3 BFB5D4:9A<9 84AAOI C9DHB>4DFO 

card deck 3 >B?B84 C9DHB>4DF 
line-separation character 3 D4;89?<F9?PAO= E<@6B? 
assume 3 CD<A<@4FP 
punched paper-tape 3 5G@4:A4S C9DHB?9AF4 
teleprinter 3 F9?9F4=C 

indicate 3 BFB5D4:4FP 
line editor 3 D984>FBD EFDB> 
typewriter-style terminal 3 >?46<4FGD4 CB F<CG C<LGM9= @4L<A>< 
edits 3 E<EF9@4 C9D984K< <;B5D4:9A<= 

insertion point 3 @9EFB 66B84 
text string 3 F9>EFB64S EFDB>4 
regular expression 3 D97G?SDAB9 6OD4:9A<9 
screen-based text editors 3 Q>D4AAO= F9>EFB6O= D984>FBD 
operator console 3 CG?PF BC9D4FBD4 
indented source code 3 ;4>DOFO= <EIB8AO= F9>EF 
source software project 3 CDB7D4@@4 E BF>DOFO@< <EIB8AO@< >B84@< 

ease-of-use 3 CDBEFB= 6 GCD46?9A<< 

purchase 3 CB>GC>4 
core data structure 3 EFDG>FGD4 BEAB6AOI 84AAOI 
sequence of characters 3 CBDS8B> E<@6B?B6 
current state 3 F9>GM99 EBEFBSA<9 
consecutive array 3 CBE?98B64F9?PAO= CBDS8B> 

 

1. Match the following words to make word combinations: 

1) source 

2) punched 

3) cardboard 

4) consecutive 

5) computer 

6) real-time 

7) line 

8) keypunch 

9) sequence of 

10) software 

11) screen-based 

12) operating 

13) insertion 

14) card 

15) line 

16) text 

17) video 

18) operator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://wiki2.org/en/Emacs
https://wiki2.org/en/Free_and_open_source_software
https://wiki2.org/en/Port_(software)
https://wiki2.org/en/Storage_record
https://wiki2.org/en/Array_data_structure
https://wiki2.org/en/Typewriter
https://translate.academic.ru/%D1%81%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B5%D0%BC%D0%B0%20%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%87%D0%B8%20%D0%B8%D0%B7%D0%BE%D0%B1%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B6%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%B9%20%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%85%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D1%85%20%D0%B4%D0%BE%D0%BA%D1%83%D0%BC%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%BE%D0%B2/en/ru/
https://wiki2.org/en/Visual_editor
https://wiki2.org/en/Array_data_structure


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) systems 

b) paper tape 

c) editors 

d) array 

e) cards 

f) characters 

g) strings 

h) code 

i) decks 

j) terminals 

k) projects 

l) terminals 

m) console 

n) text editors 

o) point 

p) number 

q) editor 

r) machines 



 

 

2. Answer the questions: 

1. Where was computer text punched before the invention of text editors? 

2. What does the core data structure manage in a text editor? 

3. What is a standard editor on Unix? 

4. How did keypunch machines work? 

5. What was an alternative to cardboard cards? 

6. What were line editors oriented to? 

7. How were edits verified? 

8. What is one of the first free source software projects? 

9. When did screen-based text editors become common? 

 

Types of texts 

There are important differences between plain text (created and edited by text editors) 

and rich text (created by word processors or desktop publishing software). 

Plain text consists of character representation. Each character is represented by a fixed-

length sequence of one, two, or four bytes, or as a variable-length sequence of one to four bytes, 

in accordance to specific character encoding conventions.  

These conventions define many printable characters, but also non-printing characters that 

control the flow of the text, such space, line break, and page break. Plain text contains no other 

information about the text itself, not even the character encoding convention employed. Plain 

text is stored in text files, although text files do not exclusively store plain text.  

Rich text, on the other hand, may contain metadata, character formatting data, paragraph 

formatting data, and page specification data. Rich text can be very complex. Rich text can be 

saved in binary format, text files adhering to a markup language, or in a hybrid form of both. 

Text editors are intended to open and save text files containing either plain text or 

anything that can be interpreted as plain text, including the markup for rich text. 

Text editors have 5 main features: 

Find and replace. Text editors provide extensive facilities for searching and replacing 

text, either on groups of files or interactively. Advanced editors can use regular expressions to 

search and edit text or code. 

Cut, copy, and paste. Most text editors provide methods to duplicate and move text within 

the file, or between files. 

Ability to handle UTF-8 encoded text. 

Text formatting. Text editors often provide basic visual formatting features like line 

wrap, auto-indentation, bullet list formatting using ASCII characters, comment 

formatting, syntax highlighting and so on. These are typically only for display and do not insert 

formatting codes into the file itself. 

Undo and redo. Text editors provide a way to undo and redo the last edit, or more.  

 

https://wiki2.org/en/Rich_text
https://wiki2.org/en/Word_processor
https://wiki2.org/en/Desktop_publishing_software
https://wiki2.org/en/Character_encoding
https://wiki2.org/en/Whitespace_character
https://wiki2.org/en/Space_(punctuation)
https://wiki2.org/en/Newline
https://wiki2.org/en/Page_break
https://wiki2.org/en/Text_file
https://wiki2.org/en/Binary_format
https://wiki2.org/en/Markup_language
https://wiki2.org/en/Find_and_replace
https://wiki2.org/en/Regular_expression
https://wiki2.org/en/Cut,_copy,_and_paste
https://wiki2.org/en/UTF-8
https://wiki2.org/en/Text_formatting
https://wiki2.org/en/Line_wrap
https://wiki2.org/en/Line_wrap
https://wiki2.org/en/Indentation_(typesetting)
https://wiki2.org/en/Bullet_list
https://wiki2.org/en/ASCII
https://wiki2.org/en/Comment_(computer_programming)
https://wiki2.org/en/Comment_(computer_programming)
https://wiki2.org/en/Syntax_highlighting
https://wiki2.org/en/Undo


Vocabulary: 

plain text 3 B5OKAO= F9>EF 
rich text 3 HBD@4F<DB64AAO= F9>EF 
word processor 3 F9>EFB6O= CDBJ9EEBD 
desktop publishing software 3 CDB7D4@@AB9 B59EC9K9A<9 8?S A4EFB?PAOI 

<;84F9?PE><I E<EF9@ 

character 3 E<@6B?B6 
fixed-length sequence 3 H<>E<DB64AA4S CBE?98B64F9?PABEFP 
variable-length sequence 3 C9D9@9AA4S CBE?98B64F9?PABEFP 
character encoding 3 >B8<DB64A<9 E<@6B?B6 
convention 3 EB7?4L9A<9 
the flow of the text 3 CBFB> 84AAOI 
line break 3 D4;DO6 EFDB>< 
page break 3 D4;DO6 EFD4A<JO 

employed 3 CD<@9AS9@O= 

store 3 ID4A<FP 
exclusively 3 <E>?RK<F9?PAB 
metadata 3 @9F484AAO9 
character formatting data 3 84AAO9 HBD@4F<DB64A<S E<@6B?4 
paragraph 3 45;4J 

page specification data 3 84AAO9 B EFD4A<J9 
complex 3 E?B:AO= 
binary 3 86B<KAO= 

adhering 3 CD<89D:<64RM<=ES 
markup language 3 S;O> D4;@9F>< 

provide 3 CD98BEF46?SFP 
facility 3 6B;@B:ABEFP 
interactively 3 <AF9D4>F<6AO= D9:<@ 

advanced 3 D4EL<D9AAO= 

expression 3 6OD4:9A<9 
paste 3 6EF46>4 
within 3 6AGFD< 

handle 3 B5D45BF>4 
feature 3 HGA>J<S 
line wrap 3 C9D9ABE EFDB> 
auto-indentation 3 46FB@4F<K9E>B9 BFEFGC?9A<9 
bullet list 3 EC<EB> @4D>9DB6 
syntax highlighting 3 6O89?9A<9 E<AF4>E<K9E><I >BAEFDG>J<= 

display 3 BFB5D4:4FP 
undo 3 BF@9A4 
redo 3 6BEEF4AB6?9A<9 
 

1. Answer the questions: 

1. What is the difference between plain text and rich text? 

2. What do non-printing characters control? 

3. What are the typical creatures of text editors? 

4. What are the basic visual formatting features? 

5. What does rich text contain? 

6. What does plain text contain? 

7. What way can rich text be saved? 

 



 

 

 

 

 

&5<0 3. !46<74J<S CB <AF9DA9FG. Internet navigation. 

 
Ц5;P: <;GK<FP ?9>E<>G CB F9@9 !46<74J<S CB <AF9DA9FG, CB6FBD<FP 7D4@@4F<K9E><= 
@4F9D<4?. 
%>45@60=85 @01>BO: F9>EFO 8?S KF9A<S CB 84AAB= F9@9, GCD4:A9A<S A4 GE6B9A<9 < 
;4>D9C?9A<9 ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B @4F9D<4?4. 
�040=85: CDBK<F4FP, C9D969EF< F9>EFO, 6OC<E4FP < 6OGK<FP AB6O9 ?9>E<K9E><9 98<A<JO, 
6OCB?A<FP DS8 CD98?B:9AAOI GCD4:A9A<= A4 ;4>D9C?9A<9 ?9>E<>< < 7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B 
@4F9D<4?4 
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Internet in daily life 

 

More and more people nowadays are interested in all events and getting some information very 

quickly. With the help of Internet you can make it easily. 

Back in the 1960th, at the time of cold war, Pentagon asked a question: "How can orders be 

issued to the armed forces in the U.S. were ravaged by a nuclear assault?" The communication 

ways at that time were telephone, which connected offices, radio and TV stations. They were 

very vulnerable to attack. Pentagon needed military systems that would continue to work even 

the phones and radio had broken down. In 1964 Paul Baran connected 4 computers in different 

parts of the USA and posted a message. You couldn't destroy Internet if some computers will be 

broken down, the rest will work well. 

Nobody owns the Internet, and there is no organization which controls its use. Now millions of 

people around the world are logging into libraries, call up satellite weather photos, download 

computer programs and music, take part in discussion groups. Even the Presidents have their 

own Internet accounts. 

In fact, anyone with modem connected to the phone line can enjoy Internet. The total number 

of people in Russia, who get into Internet, due the Putin's statistics, is 10 million. In the modern 

Europe this number is more than 200 million Internet users. 

Internet users are unimpressed by television promise of 500 channel future. The Internet already 

delivers 100.000 channels for all interests. In future all techniques will be connected to the 

Internet. Now we can connect with Internet through mobile phones, palm computers etc. 

Now we can be connected with all worlds everywhere: in the bus, underground and even on the 

North Pole. 

 

Tasks: 

Choose the right answer: 

Why do people use Internet? 

 they want to get information quickly 

 they are interested in all events 

 they don’t like watching TV 



 there is no information about it 

By the help of what organization internet appeared? 

 Pentagon 

 Arm Forces of the USA 

 Military System 

 Paul Baran 

What did Paul Baran do? 

 invented 4 computers 

 linked 4 computers 

 send a message 

 went to different parts of the USA 

The communication devices in 1960 were very& 

 secure devices 

 vulnerable to attack 

 connected offices 

 at the time of cold war 

What organization controls Internet use? 

 Pentagon 

 Arm Forces of the USA 

 Military System 

 There is no organization controls it 

 

Find the equivalents to the following words and word-combinations from the text and use them in 

the sentences of your own: 

<AF9D9EGRFES 6E9@< EB5OF<S@< 3 CB?GK4FP A9>BFBDGR <AHBD@4J<R 3 6B 6D9@9A4 
IB?B8AB= 6B=AO 3 
BF8464FP CD<>4;O 6BBDG:9AAO@ E<?4@ 3 D4;DGL9AO 6 D9;G?PF4F9 S89DAB7B A4C489A<S 3 
BK9AP GS;6<@O 8?S 4F4>< 3 
5G89F E?B@4A 3 
ECGFA<>B6O9 HBFB7D4H<< CB7B8O 3 E>4K4FP >B@CPRF9DAO9 CDB7D4@@O 3 
A9 6C9K4F?<?B F9?96<;<BAAB9 B59M4A<9 3 CB8>?RK4FPES > �AF9DA9FG 3 
K9D9; @B5<?PAO9 F9?9HBAO 3 >4D@4AAO9 >B@CPRF9DO < F. 8. 3 E6S;4AO EB 6E9@< @<D4@< 

CB6ER8G 3 
 

Ask 5-10 your own questions to the text. 

 

Translate the text and say whether these statements are true or false: 

Nowadays people aren’t interested in events and any information around the world. 

In 1964 Paul Baran connected 4 computers in different parts of the USA and posted a 

message. 

The communication ways used nowadays are telephone, which connected offices, radio and TV 

stations. 

It’s impossible to destroy Internet if some computers will be broken down, the rest will work. 

In future all techniques will be connected to the Internet. 

d) Now we can be connected with all worlds everywhere: in the bus, underground and even on 

the North Pole. 

 

Retell the text. 

 

Make a situation, using these words and expressions: Types of computers 



Three types of computers, mini-, micro-, mainframe computers, desktop, portable, multimedia 

computer, data, to process, powerful, expensive, small, large, to run, cheap, education, business. 

 

Role play: 5You are at computer club6 GRAMMAR: Passive voice. Word Formation. 

Write the verbs in brackets in the passive voice. 

The Academy Awards Presentation 1) ...... (first/organise) in 1929 and since then, it 2) & 

(hold) every year. The presentation 3) &&(attend) by those at the top of the film industry and 

4)&& (watch) on TV by millions of viewers who want to see who 5) && (present) with the 
golden statue which 6) && (desire) by everyone in the motion picture world. The voting for the 

Academy Awards 7) && (conduct) secretly and the results 8) && (not/reveal) to anyone until 

the envelope 

9) &&. (open) on stage in front of the audience. Awards 10) &&. (give) for the best individual 

or collective work and 11) && (separate) into different categories. Up to five nominations 12) 

&& (make) in each category. The awards, which 13) 

&& (know) as Oscars, 14) && (consider) to be the highest honour anyone in the film industry 

can 15) && (give). 

Use verbs in brackets in the passive or active voice. 

Coffee 1) ... (say) to originate from Kaffa in Ethiopia and most species of coffee plant 2) & 
(find) in the tropics of the Eastern Hemisphere. The species which 3) &. (think) to be the earliest 
coffee plant 4) &.(ever/cultivate) by man is Coffee arabica. Today it 5) &. (grow) mostly in 

Latin America. The coffee shrub 

6) &. (reach) a height of 8-10 metres and 7) &. (have) white scented flowers. It 8) 

&. (produce) a red fruit which 9) &. (call) a cherry. The cherry 10) &. (contain) two seeds 

which 11) &. (join) together. These seeds, which 12) &. (also/know) as beans, 13) &. 
(first/roast) and then they 14) &.(grind) to make coffee. The grounds 15) &.. (then/process) in a 

variety of different ways. 

 

Translate sentences using passive voice. 

1.  A9 D4EE>4;4?< B5 QFB@ 6K9D4. 2. �7B 6EFD9FSF ;46FD4 A4 46FB5GEAB= BEF4AB6>9. 3. 

�B6BDSF, KFB 6 QFB@ 7B8G 69EA4 5G89F F9C?99 B5OKAB7B. 4. �GD<JG CB:4DSF A4 B598. 5. �B@ 
CBEFDB9A 864 7B84 FB@G A4;48. 6. 1FB C<EP@B FB?P>B KFB CB?GK9AB @ABR. 7. "5 QFB@ 
D959A>9 A<>FB A9 ;45BF<FES. 8. �4 6D4KB@ G:9 BFCD46<?<. 9. 1F< F9>EFO C9D96B8SFES 
GK9A<>4@< 6B 6D9@S GDB>B6. 10. �A<7< >GC?9AO 6 @474;<A9 A4 CDBL?B= A989?9. 
 

Pick up the prefixes un-, dis-, in-, non-, ir- to words, paying attention to the context. 

#D<@9D: His ...action will lead to no good. - His inaction will lead to no good. 

This place was ...appealing and melancholic. 

Don't ...member our country! 

But it is ...sense! You can't swim across the Drake Passage by yourself. 

You are so ...responsible! You didn't come to rehearsal yesterday. 

She always cheats on her husband. She is a ...loyal wife. 

 

5. From the words in the frame, form new words using suffixes. Fill in the gaps in the sentences 

with appropriate words. 

 

 
#D<@9D: equip - equipment 

We need hunting ... to kill a bear. - We need hunting equipment to kill a bear. 

1 is the most valuable thing for a person. 

She was whether the new shoes will be any better. 

They always their results. 

equip, doubt, art, free, equal, 

Russia 



These paintings are so terrible! 

My friend from Spain likes cuisine. 

 

Change selected nouns to verbs with conversion. Redesign your sentences accordingly. 

#D<@9D: I have a walk with his friends every day. - He walks with his friends every day. 

My mother is standing in a queue now. 

She pushed me with an elbow. 

Paola is giving a call to her friend now. 

I had plans for tomorrow. 

We made a mistake about that book. 

 

7. Choose the correct answer options (vocabulary). Fill in the blanks with the meaningful words. 

#D<@9D: 1. c) - airman 

My husband is ... . - My husband is an airman. 

1. air a) care 

2. copy b) sighted 

3. rain c) man 

4. birth d) coat 

5. health e) book 

6. short f) place 

 

I was born in India. And what is your ...? 

Write in your ... an essay about summer vacation. 

My brother is ... . 

It's raining outside. You should put on your ... . 

5 in our country is at top level. 



 

Everest is&&&(high) mountain in the world. 

A whale is (big) animal on our planet. 

He is the (good) student in our class. 

This is&&&&&(interesting) story by Dickens. 

I am (happy) man in the world. 

 

Correct the errors in the sentences. 

He is the most oldest student in his group. 

You are taller then me. 

My car is beter than his. 

It is one of most beautiful lakes in the world. 

These flowers are more cheap than those ones. 

 

Put the adjective in brackets in the desired form. 

The Volga is (long) river in Europe. 

Life in the country is (relaxing) than in the city. 

He is one of& (rich) people in the world. 

My house is (modern) than yours. 

The weather today is& (good) than it was yesterday. 

 

#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 2. 
SURFING THE WEB 

I. Read the following text. 

Just a century ago we didn’t even know about computers and the Internet. But  
today we take them for granted and can’t imagine our life without these inventions.  
I think that the Internet (or World Wide Web) is the greatest invention ever and it  

has made a significant impact on our lives. 

Nowadays the Internet is affordable almost for anyone and it connects  

people all around the world. You can stay in touch with your friends, relatives and  

colleagues. Our modern life will stop without the net because it helps to make online 

business transactions, manage our bank accounts, pay our gas or electricity  

bills and send important e-mails, for example. 

The Internet is the largest source of information. There are millions of  

Internet sites storing plenty of useful data about everything: science, history,  

psychology, sports, fashion, music, cooking and many other subjects. We can also  

download our favourite movies or songs, listen to radio channels or play games.  

Learning or practising foreign languages is possible with the Internet too. 

The Internet saves our time and money. We can do on-line shopping  

choosing the desirable thing at the best price. And then we just click 5Order the  
delivery6. By the way, we can also sell various things in the net. We often don’t  
need to go to the library: surfing the net can easily help us to find and open the  



 

book we need. Buying stamps and envelopes isn’t required if you’re going to send  
an e-mail. It takes just a few seconds to send an instant message by e-mail. 

The Internet helps shy people or those with low-esteem to find each other on  

dating sites. Online chatting through social networking websites is more  

comfortable for Internet users with the lack of social skills. 

In other words, we have a wide range of online activities which help us to get  

in touch with people, learn something new every day and be aware of all  

happening in the world. We have got used to this level of information accessibility  

due to which we feel more confident and freer to express our viewpoint. 

I am sure that the Internet has changed our life for the better. There is only  

one disadvantage about it: some people become rather addicted to it and spend all  

days long surfing the net, on-line dating or playing games. Over-using the net can  

be dangerous because new technology victims start neglecting their families,  

friends, work and real hobbies. 

 

II. Are the following sentences true or false? 

1. Thanks to the Internet you can be in touch with your friends. 

2. Internet is a global world network, which has united people from different  

countries and of different backgrounds. 

3. The Internet doesn't help shy people. 

4. The Internet saves our time and money. 

5. The Internet is not an important part of everyone's life. 

6. The Internet is only for entertainment and games. 

7. Over-using the net can be dangerous because new technology victims start  

neglecting their families, friends, work and real hobbies. 

8. The Internet became an integral part of a life of each person. Now people cannot  

live a day without checking of mail and visiting their favourite sites. 

9. The Internet has no disadvantages. 

10. The Internet is the largest source of information. 

 

III. Answer the following questions. 

1. What are the advantages of the Internet? 

2. What is the other name of the Internet? 

3. How can the Internet help shy People? 

4. Why is the Internet necessary in business? 

5. What is the danger of excessive use of the Internet? 

6. What can we find in the Internet? 

7. What would our life be like without the Internet? 

8. Is the Internet harmful or useful? 

9. Why will our lives stop without the Internet? 



 

10. Does the Internet help study. 

#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 3. 
Information for study Internet 

 

People always wanted to communicate and share information. That was the main reason for the 

development of computer network. Computer network is a group of computers that can interact 

by means of a shared communication link. There are two types of network: 

• Local area network (LAN) is a network where computers are connected together directly, 

usually by cable. It is used in offices etc. 

• Wide area network (WAN) is a network of local area networks connected together. The 

connection might be a cable or a mixture of cable, fiber optic, and satellite connectivity. 

Modem (abbreviation for modulate / demodulate) is a device that allows computers to 

communicate over ordinary phone lines. It converts digital computer data back and forth for 

use with analog phone line. There are two types of modems: internal and external. Internal 

means that modem goes inside your computer. External modem is outside your computer and 

must be plugged into it. 

A server is a computer designed to provide various services for an entire network. It is 

typically either a workstation or a mainframe because it will usually be expected to handle far 

greater loads than ordinary desktop systems. 

The roots of the Internet go to 1969, when the Defense Advanced. Research Projects arm of the 

Department of Defense created ARPANET for research in networking. The project title was 

«Resource Sharing Computer Networks». The work centered around the problem in the 
Department of Defense - how to keep military sites in communication across the country in the 

event of a nuclear war. 

In the beginning research was the main goal of the system. In 1994 an explosion of direct 

connections to the Internet occurs. Research is not any more the only purpose of Internet. The 

Internet experiences a steady growing process. Not only universities, research companies and 

other organizations became part of the Internet, but many of small businesses and homes were 

connected. 

The estimate for year 2000 was 40 million people connected to the Internet and the large 

majority were home connections in more than 50 countries. 

The Internet provides many services. Among them: 

• E-mail You can send or receive electronic messages from anyone on the Internet. Anything 

that can be stored in text file can be mailed. 

• File Transfer* The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) provides for the copying of files from one 

computer to another. 

• Communication. You can communicate with the help of the Internet with one person or a 

group of persons simultaneously. 

• Information. 

On the Internet all addresses / domain names refer to «electronic Addresses», e.g.: 
person-id@computer name.domain name 



 

There is never blank space between the components of the Internet address. User ids need not 

be unique (id - identification), e.g. two people with the same name can have it as login name as 

long as they operate on separate domains. But the domain name of the computer must be 

unique, however: 

 

 

austin@galaxi.isr.umd.edu, austin@euler.berkeley.edu 

Austin is the person-id, «galaxy» and «euler» are computer 
names, «isr.umd.edu» ctnd «berkeley.edu» are domain names. Domain names are composed of 

sub-domain names: esr, umd, edu. 

The table summarizes commonly used sub-domain names: 

 

 

  

  Domain names meaning   

Domain Meaning   

com Commercial Organization   

edu Educational Organization   

gov Government   

int International Organization   

mil Military Organization   

net Networking Organization   

org Non-profit Organization   

at Austria   

au Australia   

br Brazil   

ca Canada   

de Germany (Deutschland)   

dk Denmark   

fr France   

ip Japan   

nz New Zealand   

uk United Kingdom (England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland) 

ru Russian Federation   

 

In the computer address isr.umd.edu the sub-domain «edu» tells that the computer is located at 
an educational institution. The sub-domain name «umd» stands for the University of Maryland, 



 

and «isr» means the collection of computers at the Institute for System Research, at the 
University of Maryland. 

If you want to send a message, put down the word «mail» before the address. 

Today computers are seen as indispensable tools not only for computation and typing but for 

communications. The merging of computation and communications is making essential 

changes to day-to-day business activities of engineers. Suppose an engineer belongs to a 

geographically dispersed team. He can: 

• Use the Internet / E-mail for day-to-day communications. 

• Conduct engineering analyses at remote sites. 
#@0:B8G5A:0я @01>B0 4. 

 

Advantages of Internet for Students 

 

1. Information 

The significant advantage of the internet is the information that it offers. Huge amount of 

information about various subjects are presented near your fingertips. It is not just about one 

single subject. This cannot be achieved without the use of search engines.  

 

Through this ease of information, students are benefited for their data research. Students today 

heavily rely on internet since they longer need to waste time by going to a library or finding 

books from a respective author. 

 

2. Accessibility 

Internet is accessible 24x7 which means that it never closes. As long as the students are having 

a computer and an internet connection, they will be able to access the internet by any means.  

 

The accessibility of the internet has made convenient for the students to understand their 

subject better. Therefore, unlike a library students don't need to wait for a opening and closing 

time. The information are accessible whenever they need it.  

 

 

3. Communication 

Students irrespective of their nations, races, religions and cultures will be able to communicate 

and express their opinions with other peer students. This type of communication is more 

convenient compared to other traditional ways such as telephone calls and letters. For the 

communication part, students can choose various forms like email, chatrooms, messenger 

services and videoconferencing.  

And also students can use forums to discuss about their subject matters with teachers and 

students in various parts of the world. For the students who are hesitant to express their doubts, 

could use forums and remain anonymous. 

 

4. Entertainment 



 

Apart from studies, students can also use internet for the purpose of entertainment. From 

videos, music to games everything is made available on the internet. In the recent years, online 

gaming has become popular, particularly among teenagers. For students who study for 

prolonged hours, this internet entertainment is a great way to relieve stress. 

 

5. Job Opportunities 

Gone are the days when people prefer to apply jobs using letters. Since the digital era, people 

started seeking job opportunities through the internet. In most parts of the world, job 

opportunities are made available for the students via the internet.  

Through this the students could find other career opportunities as well. And also during the 

study process, students will be able to stay updated regarding the job market based on their 

field of education. 

 

6. Online Education 

With the internet, students can also use the opportunity for online education. Certain 

universities offer virtual courses for students all around the world. This is especially beneficial 

for students who are located in a different country and willing to participate in the respective 

course.  

 

And for working students this is even more convenient since they could follow the course 

without any hindrance to their regular lifestyle. 

Disadvantages of Internet for Students 

 

1. Anti Social 

Children these days have lost their communication skills mainly due to the usage of internet. 

Rather than interacting with people real life, children are more interested in computer 

communication.  

Interacting with people online differs massively from real life interaction. The amount of 

feelings and thoughts that is expressed in social interactions can never be achieved by a 

computer. 

 

2. Addiction 

The internet can also be extremely addictive to students. The students could spend too much 

time wasting on internet neglecting their studies. There are so much of entertainment options 

on internet that can make a student distracted from their studies. For an example, students 

could play online game prior to an examination where they should spend studying. This could 

seriously affect a student's academic performance. 

 

3. Vulgarity 

While using internet, students could be exposed to various forms of vulgarities such as 

Violence and Pornography. Adult contents are easily made accessible to underage children. 

Even though adult websites try to limit access t show their contents to 18+ audience, there is no 

trusted way to verify the user's age.  



 

And some online games involve lots of violence that can be disturbing to children. Therefore, 

students particularly teenagers could be exposed to such contents affecting their mental health. 

 

4. Misuse 

Even for a student's education, internet can be misused to promote laziness. Unlike a library 

where information could just be read, internet allows contents to be copied. In case of a 

university assignment or a school homework, some students simply copy paste information 

from the internet. From such an action students will never learn the key concepts behind the 

internet information. 

 

5. Reliability 

Not every content posted on the internet is from reliable sources. The information posted on 

the internet could be fake or exaggerating. Some contents are just created purely for the sake of 

misguiding visitors. Hence, it is the responsibility of the teachers to guide students to find 

reliable and trusted information on the internet. 

 

6. Health Concerns 

Students need to use a computer or a smartphone for accessing the internet. Using the smart 

devices for a prolonged period of time could contribute to various physical problems such as 

neck pain, back pain and eye pain.  

Particularly, the light that is being emitted by the smart devices are known to cause numerous 

eye problems. Students who use smart devices for a long term are reporting health issues in 

eyes such as blurred vision and problems while focusing. 
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Computers and modern technologies 
Computers have become an important part of our everyday life. We use computers every day, though 

not everyone realizes it. Even smartphones that are hidden in our bags and pockets are actually small 

computers. Most people think that a computer is a big thing with a display, a keyboard and a mouse. 

Old computers of the 1990-th really looked like this. Computers contain a bunch of useful programs 

such as Word, Excel, an Internet browser with e-mail boxes and social networks. You can install video 

games and play all day long. 

Modern computers are not very big; laptops are actually small and light. But they are as fast as desktop 

computers or even faster. I like laptops because they are portable and you don’t need to replace and 
upgrade hardware. 

But if you look closer, you will see that there are computers in modern cars, in every supermarket or a 

café at the cash desk. They are used in airplanes and all kinds of vessels. Computers control 
infrastructure of big cities. Computers are widely used in factories and in all modern equipment. 

Computers help to make our life easier and safer. Of course, it doesn’t mean that computers control our 
life, though some people truly believe that it will happen with mankind sooner or later. If all the world’s 
computers suddenly stopped, there would be a great collapse and a terrible catastrophe. 

Vocabulary 



 

though 3 IBFS 
realize 3 BEB;A464FP 
even 3 84:9 
be hidden 3 5OFP ECDSF4AAO@ 

pocket 3 >4D@4A 
display 3 Q>D4A 
keyboard 3 >?46<4FGD4 
a bunch of 3 >GK4 
social network 3 EBJ<4?PA4S E9FP 
install 3 GEF4AB6<FP 
all day long 3 69EP 89AP A4CDB?9F 
laptop 3 ABGF5G> 
light 3 ?97><= 
desktop computer 3 EF4J<BA4DAO= >B@CPRF9D 
portable 3 C9D9ABEAB= 
replace - ;4@9ASFP 
upgrade 3 B5AB6?SFP 
hardware 3 «:9?9;B» 
cash desk 3 >4EE4 
vessel 3 EG8AB, 5B?PLB= >BD45?P 
equipment 3 B5BDG8B64A<9 
truly 3 A4 E4@B@ 89?9 
mankind 3 K9?B69K9EF6B 
collapse 3 >D4I 
catastrophe 3 >4F4EFDBH4 
 

1. **Vocabulary Matching:** 

   Match the following words with their meanings: 

   - a. Infrastructure 

   - b. Upgrade 

   - c. Catastrophe 

   - d. Portable 

   - e. Vessels 

   Meanings: 

   1. A sudden and widespread disaster. 

   2. The basic physical and organizational structures and facilities needed for the operation of a society 

or enterprise. 

   3. Capable of being easily carried or moved. 

   4. To improve the quality or performance of something. 

   5. A ship or large boat. 

2. **True or False:** 

   Indicate whether the following statements are true or false based on the text. 

   - a. Computers are only the big devices with a display, keyboard, and mouse. (False) 

   - b. Laptops are not as fast as desktop computers. (False) 



 

   - c. There are no computers in modern cars. (False) 

   - d. Computers are not used in factories. (False) 

   - e. If all the world’s computers suddenly stopped, it would not cause any significant impact. (False) 
3. **Discussion Questions:** 

   Discuss the following questions in pairs or groups: 

   - a. How have computers become an integral part of our daily lives? 

   - b. What are the advantages of using laptops over desktop computers? 

   - c. In what ways are computers used in different sectors such as transportation, retail, and 

manufacturing? 

   - d. Do you agree that computers make our lives easier and safer? Why or why not? 

   - e. What do you think would happen if all the world’s computers suddenly stopped working? 
4. **Fill in the Blanks: ** 

   Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the text: 

   - a. Even smartphones, which we carry in our bags and pockets, are actually small ___________. 

   - b. Modern computers are not very big; laptops are ___________ and light. 

   - c. Computers are widely used in factories and in all modern ___________. 

   - d. If all the world’s computers suddenly stopped, there would be a great collapse and a terrible 

___________. 

5. **Critical Thinking Exercise: ** 

   Imagine a scenario where all computers suddenly stopped working. Discuss with your classmates or 

write a short paragraph about how this event would impact various aspects of society, such as 

communication, transportation, economy, etc. 
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Computer users. 

A computer is a device that processes data according to a set of instructions known as a 

program. The equipment is known as the hardware and the programs and data are the software. 

A special set of programs, called an operating system, provides an interface for the user and 

allows applications programs to communicate with the hardware. Common applications 

programs include word processors for creating and editing texts, spreadsheets for calculating 

mathematical formulae and databases for storing data in a way that allows the data to be sorted 

and searched. Anti-virus programs are used to detect and remove viruses. Some operating 

systems have graphical (user) interfaces that allow the computer user to select items from 

menus and to start programs using an input device called a mouse. This is done by pressing a 

button on the mouse i.e. clicking the mouse. The main device for inputting the data is a 

typewriter-style keyboard and the output is commonly displayed on a monitor screen that looks 

like a small television screen. 



 

There is a range of sizes and types of computers. Those designed for use by one person at a 

time are known as personal computers (PCs). Personal computers include desktop computers 

and handheld computers that can be carried around by the user. Electronics can be added to 

desktop computers by plugging in expansion cards (electronic circuit boards that can be 

plugged into special sockets called expansion slots). 

Unlike most machines, computers do not have a fixed purpose. They are multi-purpose tools. 

They can be used in a very wide variety of situations and are found in a wide range of systems 

including security systems, cars and phones. Advanced systems, known as expert systems, 

enable computers to 'think' like experts. Medical expert systems, for example, can help doctors 

diagnose an illness and decide on the best treatment. As computer systems are developed, they 

are becoming more common and are gradually being used for more and more purposes. How 

they are developed, and for what purposes they are actually used in the future, can be 

influenced by computer users. A variety of devices known as peripherals can be added 

externally to a computer. One of the most common peripherals is a printer used for printing the 

computer output on paper. A digital camera allows photographs to be input to a computer for 

editing. 

One of the newest and most popular services available on the Internet is the World Wide Web 

(WWW) which is often simply referred to as the Web. The Web contains interlinked 

documents called webpages. A set of related webpages stored together on a server computer is 

called a website. Websites, such as Google, give the user access to special programs called 

search engines that are designed to allow the user to find relevant webpages on the Web. An 

Internet system designed to provide free, interactive access to vast resources for people all over 

the world is sometimes referred to as an information superhighway. 

Here are some exercises based on the provided text: 

1. **Vocabulary Matching: ** 

   Match the following words with their meanings: 

   - a. Hardware 

   - b. Software 

   - c. Operating system 

   - d. Peripherals 

   - e. Expert systems 

   Meanings: 

   1. Devices or equipment that constitutes a computer system. 

   2. Programs and data used by a computer. 

   3. Specialized programs that enable a computer to perform specific tasks. 

   4. A system software that manages computer hardware and software resources. 

   5. Additional devices connected to a computer, such as printers or cameras. 

2. **True or False: ** 



 

   Determine whether the following statements are true or false based on the text. 

   - a. A computer's hardware includes its programs and data.  

   - b. An operating system provides an interface for the user.  

   - c. Handheld computers are not considered personal computers.  

   - d. Expert systems enable computers to perform only basic tasks.  

   - e. The World Wide Web is a set of interconnected documents called webpages.  

3. **Discussion Questions: ** 

   Discuss the following questions in pairs or groups: 

   - a. What is the difference between hardware and software? 

   - b. Why is an operating system important for a computer? 

   - c. How do expert systems differ from regular computer programs? 

   - d. What are some examples of peripherals mentioned in the text? 

   - e. How has the World Wide Web impacted modern society? 

4. **Fill in the Blanks: ** 

   Fill in the blanks with the appropriate words from the text: 

   - a. A ____________ provides an interface for the user and allows applications programs to 

communicate with the hardware. 

   - b. Unlike most machines, computers are ____________ tools. 

   - c. One of the most common peripherals is a ____________ used for printing the computer output on 

paper. 

   - d. The World Wide Web contains interlinked documents called ____________. 

5. **Critical Thinking Exercise: ** 

   Imagine a scenario where computers suddenly ceased to exist. Discuss with your classmates or write a 

short paragraph about how this event would impact various aspects of society, such as communication, 

education, economy, etc. 
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Viewing & saving files. 

Most of the time, images exist as files. Those files may be on a disk, on a digital camera 

connected to your computer, or on a storage device 

that looks and acts just like a disk in Windows. This chapter makes you Lord of the Files. 

It tells you how to open image files, organize those files, and save images as various 

kinds of files. It also helps you view them in whatever size is convenient for you. 

 

(If you want to open an image that does not appear to be stored as a file, see Chapter 5. 

For example, you may want a picture that appears on your com- puter screen in a 

document or a snapshot that needs to be downloaded from your digital camera.) 

 

Images are easy to deal with in small quantities. In large quantities, however, they’re 
challenging to manage. (They’re sort of like kids, in that regard.) This chapter tells you 



 

about the clever Paint Shop Pro features for keeping an eye on all your graphical progeny, 

including browsing, previewing, and organizing files in different orders and in different 

folders. 

Image files come in an amazing variety of file types because many software geeks over 

the years have each decided that they know a much better way of storing an image as a 

file (a file type). Image files of different types have dif- ferent multiletter extensions at the 

end, like .jpg, .png, or .tif. People refer to them by those extensions, saying 5jay-peg6 or 

5jay pee gee6 for .jpg or 5ping file6 for .png. These file types sometimes behave 

differently in Paint Shop Pro, so see the section 5Using native and foreign file types,6 
later in this chapter, if someone gives you a file that behaves oddly. Fortunately, although 

you need to be aware that images come in a variety of file types, most of the time you 

don’t have to give a hoot. Paint Shop Pro can crack open most popular types of image 

file. 

 

Three Ways to Open Image Files 

Paint Shop Pro gives you three ways to open a file: 

 

I Browsing (<I’ll know it when I see it=): Choose File➪Browse or press Ctrl+B. The 

browser window opens, as shown in the following section, in Figure 1-1. You open 

folders in the left panel and double-click tiny pic- 

tures in the right panel to open them. 

I Opening (<I know its name and where it lives=): Choose File➪Open; or, click the Open 

button on the toolbar or press Ctrl+O. The Open dialog box appears, as shown a couple 

of sections from here, in Figure 1-2. 

I Double-clicking (<There it is 4 open it=): If you see a file listed and it displays a Paint 

Shop Pro icon (a tiny artist’s palette), double-click that puppy and Paint Shop Pro should 

start up and display the image. 

 

That’s all you need to know 4 well, at least most of the time, that’s all. The following 

sections give you some additional tricks and tips for opening files in those three ways. 

 

If you can see the image on your screen, but aren’t sure where the image file is, see the 

section in Chapter 5 about capturing images from your PC screen. Images that appear in a 

document (a Web page, a Microsoft Word document, or an Adobe Acrobat document, for 

example) may not be stored as files on your computer. (Or, if they are, they may be very 

hard to find.) You may need to capture the image off your screen. 

 

For some files, Paint Shop Pro has to translate the image file into a form it can use. 

Translation may especially be necessary for vector image files, such as DXF and WPG. 

To translate, Paint Shop Pro needs additional information from you: specifically, how 

many pixels wide and high you want the image to be. 

See the section 5Using Vector File Types (Drawing Files),6 later in this chap- ter, for 



 

more information. 
Opening, Managing, and Sorting Files with the Browser 
We like the Paint Shop Pro browser best for opening files because it also lets you manage 
them visually. Do one of the following to open the browser: 

I Press Ctrl+B. 
I Click the Browse icon, as shown in the margin. (It’s on the Standard tool- bar, which 

runs along the top of the Paint Shop Pro window.) 

I Choose File➪Browse. 

I If the Open dialog box is open already, click the Browse button. 
Figure 1-1 shows you the Browse window. To close the window when you’re done, choose 

File➪Close or press Ctrl+F4. 

 

The left side of the Browse window looks and works like Windows Explorer. The right 

side displays, and helps you manage, image files. 
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INFORMATION SECURITY 

A 

For centuries people have been collecting and storing different types of information for 

various reasons. Today, thanks to the new information technologies the process of collecting 

and providing information throughout the world is as easy as never before. Though 

technologies made this process digital, convenient, and dynamic, still information security 

should be the main concern for those who own and control any type of information, especially 

when it concerns public, business and government sectors. 

Why Information needs security? 

We all make use at least of one modern technology in our everyday, business, and 

public life 3 computers, laptops, mobile devices, interactive terminals etc. Many people 

register their personal information to Internet, some for employment, and others for business 

and social communication purposes. And while we, the users are running through this, we want 

to be assured that our information would be used and secured in a proper way since we never 

lose the sense of private life and security. 

Information Security is the protection of the confidentiality, integrity and availability of 

information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, 

modification, perusal, inspection, recording or destruction. It is based on the principles of the 

consumers’ interests and human rights. In many countries it is a legal requirement. Protecting 
information is critical for business and governmental institutions which deal with huge 

volumes of confidential information about their employees, customers, products, research, and 

financial status. Most of this information is now collected, processed and stored on electronic 



 

computers and transmitted across networks. So now, we can imagine what could happen if this 

kind of information would be available to everyone 3 it will cause an incredible damage like 

lost business, law suits or even bankruptcy of the business. 

Of course, securing information is about securing the system or network that the 

information is stored in. But apart from all this there should be a concise understanding of 

information security core aspects in order to plan, implement and maintain an effective security 

policy. That policy should be compliant with local laws and industry standards. 

B 

Information Classification. 

Information value needs to be assessed to have appropriate security requirements for 

different types of information. Not all information is equal and so not all information requires 

the same level of protection. This requires information to be classified due to its value. So a 

thorough risk management should be realized. Obviously, the more sensitive or valuable the 

information the stronger the security control needs to be. 

Access Control. 

The protected information should be available only to those people who are authorized 

to access that information and to control its development. That is why all the computers, 

software and networks which process the information, should be set up with access control and 

provide authorization. mechanisms. 

Cryptography. 

Cryptography is a main asset in information security. It is the process of converting the 

secured data into unusable form while the information is in transmission or just is in storage. 

This is done for preventing unauthorized users from reading and interpreting the sensitive data 

they could accidentally get or access. Unusable information could be transformed back to the 

usable one by an authorized user, who has the cryptographic key. This converse process is 

decryption. 

Defense-In-Depth. 

Information security assumes not only the protection of stored data but also its 

protection on the stages of creation, development and disposal. In other words, it is 

5responsible6 for the whole life-time of the information. During its life-time information may 

5travel6 through different processes and systems and even change its format and value. 

Defense-in-depth allows controlling information life-time and adequately reacts on information 

transformations and external threats. It is a comprehensive and detailed approach to 

information security. It is a multi-layered defense system where each component of the 

information has its own protection mechanisms. 



 

Backups and Disaster Recovery. 

These days nobody and nothing is insured from unexpected and unprecedented cases. 

So does the information. To provide the business continuity and information completeness 

companies and other institutions of high significance employ disaster recovery planning (DRP) 

and back-ups policy. 

Information back up is the periodical reservation of data copy on extra systems to have 

at least one reserved copy in case of data loss or destruction.  

DRP is focused on taking the necessary steps to resume normal business operations as 

quickly as possible. It is executed immediately after the disaster occurs and details what steps 

are to be taken in order to recover critical information. 

Hardware and Software. 

An effective information security system incorporates a set of policies, security 

products, hardware and software technologies and procedures. The correct and targeted 

deployment of all those components should make up an effective information security. 

A 

1. Answer the following questions: 

1. Why has the process of collecting and providing information throughout the 

world become easy? 

2. Why do people register their personal information? 

3. What is the purpose of information security? 

4. What principles is information security based? 

5. Why is protecting information sometimes critical for business? 

6. What could happen if personal information would be available to everyone? 

7. What should security policy be compliant with? 

 

2. Translate the following sentences into Russian: 

1. Though technologies made this process digital, convenient, and dynamic, still 

information security should be the main concern for those who own and control 

any type of information, especially when it concerns public, business and 

government sectors. 

2. Protecting information is critical for business and governmental institutions 

which deal with huge volumes of confidential information about their 

employees, customers, products, research, and financial status. 

3. Of course, securing information is about securing the system or network that the 

information is stored in. 



 

4. And while we, the users are running through this, we want to be assured that our 

information would be used and secured in a proper way since we never lose the 

sense of private life and security. 

B 

1. Answer the questions: 

1. What does information security system incorporate? 

2. What is information back-up? 

3. What is DRP focused on? 

4. Why should computers be set up with access control? 

5. What does information security assume? 

6. What is cryptography? 

7. What is decryption? 

8. What does defense-in-depth allow? 

9. Why should the information be classified? 

 

2. Say if the following statements are True or False. It the statement is false 

transform it according to the text: 

1. The simplest the information the stronger the security control needs to be. 

2. Only security products and hardware technologies make up an effective 

information security. 

3. The protected information should be available only to people with an authorized 

access. 

4. Disaster recovery planning is focused on taking the necessary steps to resume 

normal business operations as quickly as possible. 

5. These days everyone is insured from unexpected cases. 

6. Information may travel through different processes and systems but can’t 
change its format and value. 

7. Information is not equal but it requires the same level of protection. 

8. Unusable information can be transformed back to the usable one. 

9. Cryptography is an important part of information security.
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Computer viruses 

The history of computer viruses has begun recently, but it has already become 

legendary. Almost everyone knows a few fables about these creatures but hardly anyone 

understands what computer virus is. 

Viruses are programs that have been written to make a computer behave in an 

unexpected and undesired way. Although they are often relatively harmless, they 

sometimes cause a lot of damage. They are usually designed to remain hidden and 

dormant until a particular time, or until the user performs a particular action, such as 

pressing a particular combination of keys. They are able to reproduce themselves, and 

often attach themselves to other programs. It is common for a user to have a virus 

program on his disk without being aware of it. Plain text e-mail messages cannot contain 

a virus, but viruses can be carried in e-mail attachments, 

e.g. files attached to e-mail messages. Some viruses are much more common than others 

and are often unknowingly downloaded from a network system such as the Internet. 

If you catch viruses, there are anti-virus programs to hunt down and eradicate the 

virus. The problem is that around 150 new viruses appear every month and you must 

constantly update your anti-virus package to deal with these new forms. 

 

Tasks: 

1. Find the equivalents to the following words and word-combinations from the 

text and use them in the sentences of your own: 

<EFBD<S >B@CPRF9DAOI 6<DGEB6 3 
A9E>B?P>B 54E9A B5 QF<I EGM9EF64I 3 
6DS8 ?< >FB-FB CBA<@49F 3 
A9B:<84AAO= < A9:9?4F9?PAO= CGFP 3 
IBFS BA< BFABE<F9?PAB 59;6D98AO 3 
<AB784 A4ABE<F 5B?PLB= GM9D5 3 
BEF464FPES E>DOFO@ < 
59;89=EF6GRM<@- 8B BCD989?9AAB7B 
6D9@9A< 3 
A4:4F<9 BCD989?9AAB= >B@5<A4J<< >?46<L 3 
A9 ;A4S B5 QFB@ 3 
C9D9ABE<FPES 6B 6?B:9A<SI Q?9>FDBAAB= CBKFO 3 
EBB5M9A<S A9 @B7GF EB89D:4FP 6<DGE 3 
59EEB;A4F9?PAB ;47DG:49FES <; E9F96B= E<EF9@O 3 
6OE?98<FP < <E>BD9A<FP 6<DGE 3 
<@9FP 89?B E QF<@< AB6O@< HBD@4@< 3CBEFBSAAB 
B5AB6?SFP E6B= 4AF<6<DGEAO= C4>9F  
 

CDB5?9@4 6 FB@, KFB 6B>DG7 3 
 

 

2. Ask 5-10 your own questions to the text. 

 

3. Choose the right answer: 



 

 

1. Give the title to the following text: 

a) the history of computer viruses 

b) computer viruses 

c) few fables about computer viruses 

d) fairy virus tales 

2. What are the viruses? 

a) programs that have been written to make a computer behave in an 

unexpected and undesired way 

b) programs belong to particular virus programs 

c) programs which are always harmless 

d) programs which very useful for computer 

3. What cannot virus do? 

a) to reproduce themselves 

b) to attach themselves to other programs 

c) to write programs 

d) to remain hidden 

4. What element cannot contain a virus? 

a) plain text e-mail 

b) computer game 

c) memory card 

d) different documents 

5. What is the main problem which deals with new virus forms? 

a) it appears every day 

b) it deletes files and documents 

c) you must always update your anti-virus package 

d) you must delete viruses 

 

4. Translate the text and say whether these statements are true or false: 

a) Nobody knows a few fables about these creatures and no one understands what 

computer virus is. 

b) His parents were famous and very rich people. 

c) At the age of eighteen he founded his own firm 5Peter Norton Computing6. 
d) The Norton Utilities Batch allowed the users to recreate lost data. 

e) Norton hasn’t been saving people from problems with computers. 

d) Richard Wilton wrote programs for IBM PC, he is the author of Programmer’s Guide 

to PC. 

 

5. Retell the text. 

6. Make a situation, using these words and expressions: 

At the Institute 

To have classes, to give a lecture, interesting, to make notes, not to like to use my friend’s notes, 
to discuss, several, to be sorry, if, to have to, to miss 

 



 

 

7. Role play: <You are at the library= 
 

GRAMMAR: English adjective 

 

1. Choose an adjective or an adverb to make sentences grammatically correct. 

Examples: It is clear. I see it clearly. 

 

1. It is (correct, correctly). 

2. Spell the word (correct, correctly). 

3. You know it (good, well). 

4. Of course it is (good, well). 

5. It is (cold, coldly) in the room. 

6. Don’t look so (cold, coldly) at me. 

7. It is (easy, easily). 

8. I can do it (easy, easily). 

9. It is (warm, warmly) today. 

10. He always greets us (warm, warmly). 

 

2. Give the Comparative and Superlative Degrees. 

Sad, grey, bad, old, happy, free, far, dry, big, near, shy, unusual, able, 

mountainous, little, polite, famous, well-known, heavy. 

 

3. Put adjectives into correct forms. 

1. John is (young) of the 3 brothers. 

2. The Sun is (bright) the Moon. 

3. Is the diameter of Jupiter (big) than that of the Earth? 

4. That room is (light) than yours. 

5. This room is (large) than the one upstairs. 

6. It doesn’t take (much) than four days to cross the Atlantic, does it? 

 

4. Choose the correct form of an adjective. 

1. Jane is the (taller 4 tallest) of the 2 girls. 

2. Father was the (eldest 4 elder) of seven sons. 

3. Albert is (elder 4 older) than John. 

4. I think your plan is the (best 4 better) of the two. 

5. This is the (most large-largest) power 4 station, I’ve ever seen. 

6. Henry is the (oldest 4 eldest) of the 3 brothers. 

 

5. Put the adjectives in parentheses in superlatives. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 

Programming is the process of preparing a set of coded instructions which enables the computer 

to solve specific problems or to perform specific functions. The essence of computer programming is the 

encoding of the program for the computer by means of algorithms. The thing is that any problem is 

expressed in mathematical terms, it contains formulae, equations and calculations. But the computer 

cannot manipulate formulae, equations and calculations. Any problem must be specially processed for 

the computer to understand it, that is 3 coded or programmed. 

The phase in which the system's computer programs are written is called the development phase. 

The programs are lists of instructions that will be followed by the control unit of the central processing 

unit (CPU). The instructions of the program must be complete and in the appropriate sequence, or else 

the wrong answers will result. To guard against these errors in logic and to document the program's 

logical approach, logic plans should be developed. 

There are two common techniques for planning the logic of a program. The first technique is 

flowcharting. A flowchart is a plan in the form of a graphic or pictorial representation that uses 

predefined symbols to illustrate the program logic. It is, therefore, a "picture" of the logical steps to be 

performed by the computer. Each of the predefined symbol shapes stands for a general operation. The 

symbol shape communicates the nature of the general operation, and the specifics are written within the 

symbol. A plastic or metal guide called a template is used to make drawing the symbols easier. 

The second technique for planning program logic is called pseudocode. Pseudocode is an 

imitation of actual program instructions. It allows a program-like structure without the burden of 

programming rules to follow. Pseudocode is less time-consuming for the professional programmer than 

is flowcharting. It also emphasizes a top-down approach to program structure. Pseudocode has three 

basic structures: sequence, decision, and looping logic. With these three structures, any required logic 

can be expressed. 

 

1. Copy the following words and word combinations into your notebooks: 

1) equation 3 GD46A9A<9/CD<D46A<64A<9; 
2) list of instructions 3 C9D9K9AP >B@4A8; 
3) guard 3 ;4M<M4FP/BID4ASFP; 
4) appropriate sequence 3 A9B5IB8<@4S CBE?98B64F9?PABEFP; 
5) program logic 3 ?B7<K9E>4S CBE?98B64F9?PABEFP 6OCB?A9A<S CDB7D4@@O; 
6) flowchart 3 5?B>-EI9@4; 
7) flowcharting 3 CBEFDB9A<9 5?B>-EI9@O; 
8) pictorial representation 3 A47?S8AB9 CD98EF46?9A<9; 
9) predefined symbols 3 ;4D4A99 ;484AAO9 E<@6B?O; 
10) emplate 3 L45?BA/B5D4;9J; 
11) pseudocode 3 CE968B>B8/CE968BCDB7D4@@4; 
12) burden 3 <;89D:></;4FD4FO; 
13) consume 3 CBFD95?SFP/D4EIB8B64FP; 
14) emphasize 3 6O89?SFP/CB8K9D><64FP; 
15) top-down approach 3 CD<AJ<C A<EIB8SM9= D4;D45BF><; 
16) looping logic 3 ?B7<K9E>4S EI9@4 6OCB?A9A<S (BC9D4J<=) 6 J<>?9. 

 

2. Answer the following questions: 

1. What is programming? 



 

 

2. What is the essence of programming?  

3. What should be done with the problem before processing by the computer?  

4. What is a program?  

5. What are instructions?  

6. What are the main techniques for planning the program logic?  

7. What is a flowchart?  

8. What is a template and what is it used for?  

9. What do you understand by "pseudocode"?  

10. What are the basic structures of pseudocode? 

 

3. Find English equivalents for the following words in the text: 

1) EB6B>GCABEFP ;4>B8<DB64AAOI >B@4A8; 
2) EGFP >B@CPRF9DAB7B CDB7D4@@<DB64A<S; 
3) >B8<DB64A<9 CBED98EF6B@ 4?7BD<F@4; 
4) A9B5IB8<@4S CBE?98B64F9?PABEFP; 
5) EBEF46?SFP C?4A ?B7<K9E>B= CBE?98B64F9?PABEF<; 
6) ?B7<K9E>4S CBE?98B64F9?PABEFP 6OCB?A9A<S CDB7D4@@O; 
7) CBEFDB9A<9 5?B>-EI9@O; 

8) CE968BCDB7D4@@4. 
 

4. Match the phrases from the first column to the words from the second one: 

application program; 6OCB?AS9@4S CDB7D4@@4; 
binary program; EFBDB:964S CDB7D4@@4; 
archived program; 6ECB@B74F9?PA4S CDB7D4@@4; 
operating (system) program; CDB7D4@@4 6 86B<KAB@ >B89; 
running program; CDB7D4@@4 @B89?<DB64A<S; 
watch-dog program; 8<EF4AJ<BAA4S CDB7D4@@4; 
simulation program; CD<>?48A4S CDB7D4@@4; 
remote program; E9D6<EA4S CDB7D4@@4; 
support program; CDB7D4@@4 BC9D4J<BAAB= E<EF9@O; 
utility program. ;44DI<6<DB64AA4S CDB7D4@@4. 
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How Computers Affect Our Lives 

The computer has changed the modern lives of many people. It is very common for a 

household to have at least one computer. In addition, computers are essential tools that help ease 

our daily life. Also computer comes in various sizes and has many different types of applications. 

First of all computers can change our daily tasks. Programs can do various functions and 

ease the process of doing it. For instance, there is a well known program called "Microsoft 

Word" that actually corrects many grammatical errors such as punctuations, capitalization, and 

the most common sentence fragments. Thus, ones essay or report can be done at home which is 

more convenient. 

Computers can decrease the amount of time necessary to get the job done. For example, it 

may take a person five hours to finish their shopping needs excluding the time to get to the 

destination and the time to get back home, but if the person shops online the item may be a 



 

 

click away and be at the door within a few days. In order for a person to shop online they 

would need to have a credit card and be able to confirm his address. Next he or she would then 

go to a reliable website and purchase the items desired for the cheapest amount possible with a 

few clicks, without going to the mall for hours and not getting what you desire. Also 



 

 

one may pay the bills online which saves time for the mail carrier to actually ship the 

documentations the destination. This is very beneficial if your bills are on the verge of being late. 

 

Tasks: 

1. Choose the right answer: 

1. Nowadays computers are aimed to &. 
a) ease our life 

b) strengthen it 

c) entertain children 

d) give different games 

2. Program called 5Microsoft Word6 helps us to & 

a) delete our grammatical errors 

b) correct our mistakes 

c) type different texts 

d) make reports 

3. If you want shopping online, what must you have? 

a) a computer 

b) Internet 

c) enough time and money 

d) credit card 

4. What is another useful computer function? It can & 

a) buy thing online 

b) decrease the amount of our time 

c) fulfill our daily duties 

d) write reports 

5. What may save the time for mail carriers? 

a) paying bills online 

b) shipping the documentations 

c) being on the verge 

d) to be very beneficial 

 

2. Find the equivalents to the following words and word-combinations from the text and 

use them in the sentences of your own: 

B5OKAB9 89?B 8?S E9@P< 3 A9B5IB8<@O9 
<AEFDG@9AFO 3 B5?97K<FP A4LG 
CB6E98A96AGR :<;AP 3 A4CD<@9D 3 
<ECD46?S9F @AB7B BL<5B> 3 KFB 
G8B5A99 3 
G@9APL<FP >B?<K9EF6B 6D9@9A< 3 
8B5D4FPES 8B @9EF4 A4;A4K9A<S 3 < 

6D9@S 6B;6D4M4FPES 8B@B= 3 
5OFP 6 EBEFBSA<< CB8F69D8<FP 48D9E 3 



 

 

@B:9F 5OFP A4 D4EEFBSA<< B8AB7B >?<>4 3 
C9D9=F< A4 A489:AO= E4=F 3 
>GC<FP AG:AO9 CD98@9FO 3 
BC?4K<64FP EK9F4 BA?4=A 3 
BFCD46<FP 8B>G@9AF4J<R 6 CGA>F A4;A4K9A<S 3 

 

3. Ask 5-10 your own questions to the text. 

 

4. Translate the text and say whether these statements are true or false: 

a) Computers improved our life, helped ease our daily life. 

b) For instance, a well known program called "Microsoft Word" that corrects many grammatical 

errors such as punctuations, capitalization. 

c) Computers can increase the amount of time necessary to get the job done. 

d) One may pay the bills online which saves time for the mail carrier to actually ship the 

documentations the destination. 

e) Thus, ones essay or report can be done at home which is less convenient. 

 

5. Retell the text. 

 

6. Make a situation, using these words and expressions: Foreign 

delegation in Moscow 

Imagine, you are a reporter 

- Find out the organizer of this conference 

- Clear up the membership of a delegation 

- Ask about their plans 

- Tell him about your interview and ask about the most suitable hour for it 

 

7. Role play: <Great inventors= 

GRAMMAR: English questions 

1. Put the sentence in an interrogative form (general question). 

#D<@9D: Michael and Samantha live together. 3 Do Michael and Samantha live together? 

1. They are at home now. 

2. James played chess with his friend yesterday. 

3. He has been waiting for me all day. 

4. Mary is speaking on the phone now. 

5. Usually I wake up at 6 o’clock. 
 

2. Put the words in the correct order. 

#D<@9D: does / he / train / how / often? 3 How often does he train? 

1. summer / Paris / to / went / last/ who? 

2. flowers / Mike’s / grow / in / what / garden? 



3. now / where / they / walking / are? 

4. charge / denied / why / has / a / Lola? 

5. When / visit / grandmother / will / we / our? 

 

3. Put an alternative question to the highlighted words. 

#D<@9D: It is chilly outside (warm) 3 Is it chilly or warm outside? 

1. He was in Liverpool last year. (New York) 

2. There is a good cafe in that hotel. (building) 

3. Linda wears a strange hat. (sunglasses) 

4. I’m going to work in a restaurant. (eat) 

5. Her mother can speak three languages. (two) 

 

4. Choose the correct answer. 

1. The view was overwhelming, &? 
a) was it b) wasn’t it c) does it 

2. You mustn’t eat junk food, &? 
a) do you b) must you c) mustn’t 
3. The monkeys swim and dive in the water, &? 
a) do they b) does they c) don’t they 
4. We will participate in this conference, &? 
a) won’t we? b) do we? c) will we? 

5. My trainer is not very muscular, &? 
a) does he b) is he c) isn’t he 

 

6. Put the question to the subject. 

#D<@9D: Jane works for a law firm. 3 Who works for a law firm? 

1. Tony has married. 

2. This city was occupied by fascists. 

3. Today we will attend a new museum. 

4. His car needs urgent repairing. 
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GRAMMAR REFERENCIES 
 

�;03>; to be 2 Simple Active 

\ 
 

Present Past Future 

(I) am 

(he, she, it) is 

(we, you, they) are 

(I, he, she, it) was (98. K.) 
were (@A. '.) 

(I, we) shall be (1-9 ?.)  

will be 

 

�;03>; to have 2 Simple Active 
 

Present Past Future 

have (got)  

(he, she, it)has (got) 

had (I, we) shall have  

will have 

 

"1>@>B there + to be 2 Simple Active 

 

Present Past Future 

there is (98.K.)  

there are (@A.K.) 

there was (98.K.)  

there were (@A.K.) 

there will be 

 

%B5?5=8 A@02=5=8я ?@8;030B5;P=OE  
 

 #B?B:<F9?PA4S %D46A<F9?PA4S #D96BEIB8A4S 
I long 

easy 

longer  

easier 

(the) longest 

 (the) easiest 

? interesting more interesting (the) most interesting 

H good  

bad 

much, many  

better  

worse 

more  

(the) best  

(the) worst 
(the) most  

(the) least  
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�@5<5=0 3@C??O Simple Passive 

to be + Participle # 

Infinitive to be written, to be translated 

Present  

Past  

Future 

The letter is written/translated. 

 The letter was written/translated.  

The letter will be written/translated.  

%2>4=0я B01;8F0 <>40;P=OE 3;03>;>2 8 8E Q:2820;5=B>2 

 Present Past Future 

�B?:9AEF6B
64A<9 

I must meet him.   

I have to meet him. I had to meet 

him. 

I shall have to meet 

him. 

I am to meet him. I was to meet 

him. 

I’ll be to meet him. 

I should meet him.   

%CBEB5ABEFP 
<?< 
6B;@B:ABEF
P 
EB69DL9A<S 
89=EF6<S 

He can help you. He could help 

you. 

 

He is able to help 

you. 

He was able 

to help you. 

He will be able to 

help you. 

$4;D9L9A<9 
<?< 

6B;@B:ABEF
P 

(69DBSFABEF
P)

I may use this 

device. 

I might use 

this device 

 

I am allowed to use 

the device. 

I was allowed 

to use the 

device. 

I shall be allowed to 

use the device. 
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&01;8F0 2@5<5= 3@C??O Simple Active 

(BD@4 Present Simple Past Simple Future Simple 

'F69D8<F9
?PA4S 

My friends 

study French.  

He speaks 

English. 

My friends studied 

French at school. 

He spoke English 

at the conference. 

My friends will study 

French at the Institute. 

The teacher will speak 

about our English exam. 

�BCDBE<F9
?PA4S 

Do your friends 

study French?  

 

Does he speak 

English? 

Did your friends 

study French at 

school?  

Did he speak 

English at the 

conference? 

Will your friends study 

French at the Institute?  

 

Will the teacher speak 

about our English exam? 

"FD<J4F9?
PA4S 

 

My friends 

don't study 

French. 

 He doesn't 

speak English. 

My friends did 

not study French.  

He didn't speak 

English at the 

conference. 

My friends won't study 

French at the Institute.  

The teacher won't 

speak about our English 

exam.  

%B@C:BC@0 A?5F80;P=OE 2>?@>A>2 
 

�BCDBE<-
F9?PAO9 
E?B64 

�ECB@B
74F9?P-
AO= 
7?47B? 

#B8?9:4M99 
< 
BCD989?9A<9 
> A9@G 

%@OE?B6B= 
7?47B? 6 
HBD@9 
<AH<A<F<64 

�DG7<9 
K?9AO 
CD98?B:9A<S 

What 

Where 

When  

do  

did 

will 

you  

he  

your sister 

do 

go  

return 

in the evening?  

yesterday? 

 home?  
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&01;8F0 2@5<5= 3@C??O Progressive Active 

 

(>@<0 

 

Present 

Progressive 

Past Progressive Future 

Progressive 

'B25@48
B5;P=0я 

The are having 

an 

English class. 

 

 

They were 
having an 
English class 
when I came to 
see them.  

He was writing 
an exercise from 
6 till 8 o'clock. 

They will be 
having an 
English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock.  

 

He will be 
writing an �>?@>A8B

5;P=0я 

Are they 
having an 
English class? 

 

Is he still 
writing an 
exercise? 

Were they having 
an English class 
when I came to see 
them?  

 

Was he writing an 
exercise from 6 till 
8 o'clock. 

Will they be 
having an 
English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock?    

 

Will he be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 

"B@8F0B
5;P=0я 

They aren't 

having an 

English class, 

they are having a 

Russian class. 

 

He isn't writing 
an exercise, he is 
reading a book. 

They weren't 
having 

an English class 
when 1 came to 
see them, they 
were having a 
Russian class.  

 

He wasn't writing 
an exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock, he 
was reading a 
book. 

They will not be 
having 

an English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock, they will 
be having a 
Russian class.  

 

He won't be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 
tomorrow, he'll 
be reading a   
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&01;8F0 2@5<5= 3@C??O Perfect Active 

 

(BD@4 Present Perfect Past Perfect Future Perfect 

'F69D8<F9
?PA4S 

I have sent the 

letter. 

I had already sent 
the letter by 6 
o'clock yesterday. 

I shall have sent the 
letter by tomorrow 
evening. 

�BCDBE<F9
?PA4S 

Have you sent the 
letter? 

Had you sent the 
letter by 6 o'clock 
yesterday? 

Will you have sent 
the letter by tomorrow 
evening? 

"FD<J4F9?
PA4S 

I have not sent the 

letter yet. 

I had not sent the 
letter by 6 o'clock 
yesterday. 

I shall not have 
sent the letter by 
tomorrow evening. 

            

&01;8F0 2@5<5= Simple, Progressive, Perfect in Passive Voice 

 Simple Progressive Perfect 

 to be + Participle II to be + being + 

Participle II 

to have + been + 

Participle II 

 

The letter is  

translated 

The letter is being 

translated 

The letter has been 

translated 

Presen

t 

Is the letter translated? Is the letter being 

translated? 

Has the letter been 

translated? 

 

The letter isn't 

translated 

The letter isn't being 

translated 

The letter hasn't been 

translated. 

Past The letter was 

translated 

The letter was being  

translated 

The letter had been 

translated 

 Was the letter  

translated? 

Was the letter being 

translated? 

Had the letter been 

translated? 

 The letter wasn't 

translated. 

The letter wasn't 

being translated 

The letter hadn't been 

translated? 

Future The letter will be 

translated 

 The letter will have been 

 Will the letter be 

translated? 

He GCBFD95?SRFES. Will the letter have been 

translated? 

 The letter won't be 

translated 

 The letter won't have 

been translated. 
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&01;8F0 D>@< ?@8G0AB89 

 Participle Participle II 

 Active Passive changed 

1 "CD989?9A<9: 
<;@9AO9@K=, 
<;@9A9AAK= 
2)B5EFBSF9?PEF6B: 
>>78а (97B) 
<;@9A<?<, F4> >4> 
(97B) <;@9A<?<

Simple changing 

1)    

BCD989?9A<9: 
<;@9AONI<=(EO) 
(6H<=) (EO) 2)    

B5EFBSF9?PEF6B: 
<;@9AOO(EJ)

being changed 

1)    BCD989?9A<9: 
<;@9AONI<=EO, 
<;@9AO9@K= 2) 

B5EFBSF9?PEF6B: 5G8GG< 
<;@9A9AAK@

 

Perfect having changed 

B5EFBSF9?PEF6B:  
<;@9A<6(H<EL) 

having been changed 

B5EFBSF9?PEF6B: >B784 
(97B) <;@9A<?<, CBE?9 
FB7B >4> (97B) 

<;@9A<?<

 

 

&01;8F0 ?@>872>4=OE A;>2 >B some, any, no, every 

 9EFB<@9A<S + thing +body, one +where 'CBFD95?SRF
ES some 

A9>BFBDK= 

>4>B=-FB 

>4>B= A<5G8L

A9E>B?L>B

something 

GFB-FB, 

 GFB-A<5G8L 

somebody 

someone 

>FB-FB 

>FB A<5G8L

somewhere 

789-FB, 
>G84-FB, 
789-A<5G8L, 

>G84
A<5G8L

6 GF69D8. . 
CD98?. 

any 

1 )6EO><= ?N5B= 
2)>4>B=-A<5G8L 

anything 

1 )6EP  

2)GFB-FB 
)GFB A<5G8L

anybody 

anyone 

\)6EO><=,  
2)>FB FB, 
>FB A<5G8L

anywhere 

1)69;89,  

2)789-

A<5G8L, 
>G84
A<8G8L

1)6 GF69D8. 
2)6 
6BCDBE<F, 
CD98?. 

no, not any 

A<>4>B= + A9 

nothing (not 

anything) 

A<GFB 

A9 A<G97B

nobody (not 

anybody), 

no one 

A<>FB A9

nowhere  

not 

anywhere 

A<789

A<>G84 A9

6 BFD<J4F. 
CD98C. 

every 

6EO><=,  

>4:8K=

everything 

6EP 

everbody 

everyone 

6E9

everywhere 

69;89, 
CB6EN8G

6 GF69D8., 
6BCDBE<F, < 
BFD<J4F. 
CD98?. 
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%;>2>>1@07>20B5;P=O5 0DD8:AO 

 

%GM9EF6<F9?PAO9 

- ion / - sion /-tion 

- er / -or 

-ing 

-ment 

-ty / -ity 

-ance / -ence 

-ness 

-ure / -ture 

 

- discussion, transmission, 

combination 

- writer, inspector 

- opening 

- development 

- activity 

- importance, difference 

- darkness 

  - mixture 

 

#D<?474F9?PAO9 

-ic 

-ive  

-able / -ible 

-ant / -ent 

-ous 

-al 

-ful 

-less 

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im 

 

- democratic 

- progressive 

- valuable, accessible 

-resistant, different 

- dangerous 

- central 

- hopeful 

- hopeless 

- uncomfortable, indirect, irregular, 

illogical, impossible 

�?47B? 

-ize 

re- 

 

- to characterize 

- to rewrite 
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Infinitive Past Participle II Translation 

arise arose arisen 6B;A<>4FP 

awake awoke awaked 5G8<FP, CDBEAGFPES 

be was, were been 5OFP 

bear bore born ABE<FP, DB8<FP 

beat beat beaten 5<FP 

become became become EF4FP 

begin began begun A4K4FP 

bend bent bent EB7AGFPES 

bind bound bound E6S;4FP 

bite bit bitten >GE4FP 

blow blew blown 8GFP 

break broke broken ?B@4FP 

bring brought brought CD<ABE<FP 

build built built EFDB<FP 

burst burst burst D4;D4;<FPES, 6;BD64FPES 

buy bought bought CB>GC4FP 

catch caught caught ?B6<FP, CB=@4FP 

choose chose chosen 6O5<D4FP 

cut cut cut D9;4FP 

deal dealt dealt <@9FP 89?B 

dream dreamt dreamt @9KF4FP 

do did done 89?4FP 

draw drew drawn F4M<FP, D<EB64FP 

drink drank drunk C<FP 

drive drove driven 9I4FP 

eat ate eaten 9EFP, >GL4FP 
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fall fell fallen C484FP 

feed fed fed >BD@<FP 

fight fought fought ED4:4FPES 

find found found A4IB8<FP 

fly flew flown ?9F4FP 

forbid forbade - forbidden ;4CD9F<FP 

forget forgot forgotten ;45OFP 

forgive forgave forgiven CDBM4FP 

freeze froze frozen                    ;4@TD;AGFP, ;4@BD4:<64FP 

get got got CB?GK<FP 

give gave given 84FP 

go went gone <8F< 

grow grew grown D4EF< 

hang hung hung 6<E9FP, CB69E<FP 

have had had <@9FP 

hear heard heard E?GL4FP 

hit hit hit G84D<FP, CBC4EFP 

hold
1
 held held 89D:4FP 

hurt hurt hurt CD<K<ASFP 5B?P 

know knew known ;A4FP 

keep                  kept                   kept                            89D:4FP   

lay laid laid >?4EFP, CB?B:<FP 

lead laid laid 69EF< 

leap               leapt/leaped         leapt/leaped     CDO74FP 

leave                  left                   left           BEF46?SFP 

lend               lent                   lent                      B8B?:<FP 

let               let                    let                   CGEF<FP, 84FP 
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lie               lay                    lain                  ?9:4FP 

lose               lost                    lost                  F9DSFP 

make               made                   made                           89?4FP 

meet                  met                   met                              6EFD9K4FP 

pay               paid                      paid                  C?4F<FP 

put               put                   put                               >?4EFP 

read               read                   read                  K<F4FP 

ride               rode                     ridden                 9;8<FP 69DIB@ 

ring               rang                  rung                              ;6BA<FP 

rise               rose                   risen                   CB8A<@4FP 

run               ran                   run                    59:4FP 

say               said                   said               7B6BD<FP, E>4;4FP 

see               saw                   seen                   6<89FP 

sell               sold                   sold            CDB8464FP 

send               sent                   sent                  CBE?4FP 

set                set                   set                       GEF4A46?<64FP 

shake               shook                    shaken                  FDSEF< 

shine                shone             shone                 E69F<FP, E<SFP 

shoot                shot             shot                  EFD9?SFP, 8464FP CB597< 

show                showed shown/showed     CB>4;O64FP 

sing                sang             sung                   C9FP 

sink                sank             sunk                   BCGE>4FPES 

sit                sat             sat                   E<89FP 

sleep                slept             slept                   EC4FP 

slide                   slid                 slid                        E>B?P;<FP 

speak               spoke              spoken                   7B6BD<FP 

spend               spent              spent                   FD4F<FP 
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steal               stole              stolen                  G>D4EFP 

stick               stuck              stuck                   6FB?>AGFP, CD<>?9<FP 

strike               struck              struck/stricken      G84DSFP, 54EFB64FP 

swear               swore              sworn                    >?SEFPES 

swim               swam              swum                   C?464FP 

take                took              taken                   5D4FP 

teach                taught taught                   GK<FP 

tell                told              told                    7B6BD<FP 

think                thought thought       8G@4FP 

throw                threw              thrown                   5DBE<FP 

wake                woke              woken                   CDBEOC4FPES, 5G8<FP 

wear                 wore              worn                   ABE<FP 

weep                wept              wept                 C?4>4FP 

win                won              won                    6O<7DO64FP 

wind                wound  wound                   ;46B8<FP 

write                 wrote  written       C<E4FP 
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